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One Hundred & Thirty-Five Years Ago
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FURTHER comments on “The Revised Version of the New Testament” were 
again printed. Among various remarks, this one stated—

We now read in Acts 20:30, that Paul foretold the entry of 
grievous wolves into the flock, saying—“From among your own 
selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away 
the disciples after them.”
Let it be observed that the apostle does not speak of an attempt 
to draw away a few of the disciples, but of an effort to draw 
them away in a body, as a whole; the perverse things being 
spoken, the divine teaching being distorted, to draw away the 
disciples. This is an instance of the definite article having been 
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CHRIST IS COMING SOON AND WILL REIGN ON EARTH

BIBLE PUZZLE—“The Number 3”

Abraham
Ananias
Ark of God 
Ass
Balak
Baskets
Daniel
Daniel & 3 friends
Days
Esther

Ezra
Fifty men
Frogs
Gibeonites
Hanna
Heifer
Hireling
Isaiah
Jehoiakim
Jesus

Joab
Jonathan
Leah
Loaves
Man of Egypt
Mary
Moses
Nehemiah
Nineveh
Paul

Paul
Penny
Peter
Peter
Publius
Rehoboam
Samaritan
Saul
Sixth year
Spies

  1. 3 men stood by him
  2. 3 unclean spirits like...
  3. Asses lost 3 days
  4. Smitten me 3 times
  5. Depart yet for 3 days
  6. Nourished 3 years
  7. After 3 days
  8. 3 white...on head
  9. Abode in tents 3 days
10. 3 men seek thee
11. City of 3 days journey
12. League with...after 3 days
13. 3 darts in his hand
14. Lodged us 3 days courteously
15. Sought 3 days, found him not
16. 3 years, as years of an...
17. Lend me 3...
18. Born him 3 sons
19. Took him with 3 bullocks
20. 3 years I cease not to warn

21. 3 branches are three...
22. I will shoot 3 arrows
23. Nebuchadnezzar’s servant 3 years
24. Mourned 3 full weeks
25. 3 measures of barley for a...
26. An...of 3 years
27. Abode at mountain 3 days
28. 3 days agone I fell sick
29. Was at Jerusalem 3 days
30. Let us make 3 tabernacles
31. Reasoned 3 sabbath days
32. Was hid 3 months
33. In house of Obededom 3 months
34. Neither eat nor drink 3 days
35. Wife came in 3 hours after
36. Fruit for 3 years
37. Which of 3 was neighbor
38. Barefoot 3 years
39. Abode with her 3 months
40. Thou hast blessed 3 times

The Berean
Christadelphian
A monthly magazine devoted wholly to the exposition and defence
of the Faith once for all delivered to the Saints, with the object of
helping to make ready a People prepared for the coming of the      
Lord. Opposed to the unscriptural teaching of the papal and

protestant churches of the world.



When things go wrong, take it as a matter of course, and preserve 
your soul in patience, seeking to support the weak, comfort the 
feebleminded, and be patient with all, yet have no fellowship with 
the unfruitful works of darkness—R.R.

The sad event has plunged sis. Lasius into deep distress, and 
caused sorrow to all the brethren and sisters in and about New 
York. The morning is at hand, before whose presence darkness 
will fly away.

*         *          *
IN the “Notes” section, bro. Roberts made the following comments—

1) “A brother in Israel ’s Hope”—Your suggestion to introduce a 
map outline, at the top of the inner page of the Christadelphian, 
of the eastern end of the Mediterranean, showing the Holy Land, 
Cyprus, etc., is good. You will probably see it carried out in the 
January number for 1882.
2) “The Ways of Providence”—This is now on supply.
3) A.A.—The Trial, which had been in status quo for a time, 
is now in good progress, with a fair prospect of appearance in 
several months.

*         *          *
Bible Lectures (135 Years Ago)—

“Paradise Lost and Regained”
“Paul ’s Speech at Antioch”
“The Churches”
“Who was Jesus of Nazareth; and What did He Die for?”
“Hell, Where is it?”
“The Coming Age of Joy, Peace, and Righteousness”
“Coming Storms and Earthquakes among the Nations—Signs 
 of Their Approach—How to Escape Them”
“Who Will Be the Future Rulers of the World? And When will 
 they Reign?”
“The Temptation of Christ”
“Present Troubles, Why are they Universal?”
“Heaven-going at Death a Strong Delusion”
“The Divine Land”
“Christ’s Command Concerning the Breaking of Bread”

“THE BEREAN CHRISTADELPHIAN (ISSN 0199-4131) is published 
monthly for $15.00 U.S. per year by The Berean Christadelphian, 3540 
Pineridge, Houston, Texas, U.S.A. 77009. Periodicals postage paid at 
Houston, Texas, U.S.A. 77201. POSTMASTER: Send address chang-
es to THE BEREAN CHRISTADELPHIAN, 3540 Pineridge, Houston, 
Texas, U.S.A. 77009.”
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Septermber Answers—“Fathers and Sons”
  1. Adam—Seth 
  2. Abraham—Ishmael 
  3. Aaron—Ithamar 
  4. Aaron—Abihu 
  5. Ahimelech—Abiathar 
  6. Abinadab—Uzzah 
  7. Asa—Jehoshaphat 
  8. Amram—Moses 
  9. Boaz—Obed 
10. Buzi—Ezekiel 
11. Beeri—Hosea 
12. Cain—Enoch 
13. Cush—Nimrod 
14. Cushi—Zephaniah 
15. Carmi—Achan 
16. David—Nathan 
17. Elimelech—Mahlon 
18. Eli—Hophni 
19. Eber—Peleg 
20. Hamor—Shechem 

21. Hezekiah—Manasseh 
22. Hilkiah—Jeremiah 
23. Hachaliah—Nehemiah 
24. Hosea—Jezreel 
25. Hammedatha—Haman 
26. Haman—Dalphon 
27. Isaac—Esau 
28. Issachar—Job 
29. Isaiah—Mahershalalhashbaz 
30. Judah—Er 
31. Josiah—Zedediah 
32. Josiah—Jehoahaz 
33. Jacob—Dan 
34. Joash—Gideon 
35. Jesse—Eliab 
36. Jedidiah—Rehoboam 
37. Jehoshaphat—Jehu 
38. Jehoiada—Benaiah
39. Jozadak—Jeshua
40. Jair—Mordecai

 God has had no organized Kingdom upon earth since its 
overthrow by the Roman power. The Kingdom in the sense 
of its territory is where it always was; and its children, or 
subjects, “His people Israel”, are to be found in every land, 
still in hope that the time will come when the Kingdom will 
be restored again to them; and “God will subdue the people 
under them, and the nations under their feet”; for they do 
not forget the testimony that “the kingdom shall come to the 
daughter of Jerusalem”, and that “the nation and kingdom 
that will not serve Zion shall perish; yea, those nations shall 
be utterly wasted” (Psa. 47:3; Micah 4:7-8; Isa. 60:12). 
 The Heir of the Kingdom is at the right hand of the Divine 
Majesty; and his joint-heirs, the most of them, mouldering 
and sleeping in the dust, with a few surviving stragglers 
still existing in the Protestant section of the globe, enduring 
reproach and tribulation in the hope of its speedy and trium-
phant restitution.
 These are the dissolved and scattered fragments of the 
Kingdom of God. Their reunion is a matter of Promise, and 
consequently of Hope. The Gentiles must be expelled [from] 
the territory; the twelve tribes must be replanted upon the 
land; the sleeping heirs of the government must be awaked, 
and the living believers in this Kingdom changed: and to effect 
all this, God’s Heir, the Restorer of the Kingdom, must come 
and subdue all things to himself.
 When these things shall come to pass, God will have “accom-
plished to scatter the power of the Holy People” (Dan. 12:7), 
that is, their power shall be no more scattered, but shall be 
restored to them: and he will come whose right the Kingdom 
is, and God will give it him (Ezek. 21:27).

“Thy Kingdom Come” (Luke 11:2).
BY BROTHER JOHN THOMAS
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a brother has asked for some advice, or aid, on the important 
subject of prayer.”

*         *          *
IN his “Editorial” remarks, bro. Roberts wrote—

The time of the year has again arrived when it is necessary 
to make arrangements for the publication of the next vol. of 
the Christadelphian. We advert to the matter on this occasion 
with pleasanter feelings than when we last had to address 
our readers on a similar subject (last Oct.) . . . New printing 
arrangements are the cause of this change.
For fifteen years, all the commercial benefit accruing from 
our printing for the Truth’s sake, has gone to the printer, who, 
however, was not wholly undeserving of it, as he provided and 
sank a considerable capital in the enterprise, at a time when it 
would have been otherwise impossible to carry it on. Now, there 
is a change. The old printer is giving up printing, and is giving 
himself entirely to bedstead making; and the new printer has 
entered into arrangements which allow to us a part of the benefit 
which formerly went wholly to the old printer. The result (more 
a prospect than a present benefit) will be to unshackle our hands 
to a considerable extent, and to make possible a reduction in 
the price of a variety of the publications.

*         *          *
THERE is this interesting remark under the heading of “The Jews and the 
Holy Land”—

A Jew accosted the Editor of the Christadelphian on the street 
the other day, and asked what was meant by the persecution 
of the Jews now going on virulently in the countries where the 
great body of the Jewish population of the world is massed. He 
replied that it meant the time had arrived for Israel ’s return to 
their land. Well, said he, that agreed with what their Rabbis in 
Russia were saying. He had just seen a letter from a suffering 
Jew in Russia, saying that these troubles were befalling the 
Jews as a preparation for the appearing of the Messiah.

*         *          *
UNDER “Intelligence” the following comments were made—

There have been several lectures by the Gloucester and Bir-
mingham brethren; also by bro. Davies . . . It has been arranged 
for bro. Roberts, of Birmingham, to lecture.
The papers say they hear the Walking Bible is coming—the 
man who has swallowed the book that made the prophet’s “belly 
bitter.” They are like the children in the market place: whichever 
way the matter stands, they must make scorn of it. The brethren 
number seven or eight, but are far scattered and poor, and need 
the lecturing and other help that is being rendered.
“West Hoboken, N. J.: (Sis. Ellen Thomas’ death)”—Just as we go 
to press, we receive intelligence, by brief letter, from sis. Lasius 
that her mother, sis. Ellen Thomas, Dr. Thomas’ wife, fell asleep, 
September 7, at 11 a.m., after three weeks of much suffering. 
The funeral was to be on September 9, when deceased sis. 
Thomas was to be laid beside the Dr. in Greenwood Cemetery. 

Studies and Thoughts  BY BROTHER JOHN THOMAS
“THE REST OF THE DEAD”
 “But the rest of the Dead Ones lived not again until the thousand 
years had been finished.”—Rev. 20:5
 The Apocalypse was showed to John, not alone for the benefit 
of the servants of the Deity in the Times of the Gentiles; but also 
for the same class among the subjects of the Millennial Kingdom. 
Eighteen hundred years ago, John wrote of the dead of the First 
Resurrection, multitudes of whom had not then been born; yet, he 
says concerning them—
 “I saw the dead small and great stand before the Deity.”
  Upon the same principle he speaks of “the Rest of the Dead,” who 
had not come into existence either in, or before, the time he wrote, 
or in the Times of the Gentiles, or before the resurrection of the 
firstfruits. The “rest” is the remainder of a whole number of certain 
dead ones, to whom eternal life is to be imparted by the Son.
 The Firstfruits are only the earnest of the harvest to be gathered 
in. The Millennial Generations will have the happy assurance, that, 
though the resurrection of the firstfruits had passed, there would 
be a resurrection of a remainder to complete the whole number 
originally given by the Father to the Son.
 This whole number of the dead is the subject of great solicitude 
and affection to Christ, who speaks of it in the following scriptures 
in this wise—
 “Thou, O Father, hast given the Son power over all flesh, that he 
should give eternal life to as many as Thou hast given him. I pray 
not for the world; but for them whom thou hast given me; for they 
are Thine. Father, I will that they also whom Thou hast given me, 
be with me where I am; that they may behold my glory, which thou 
hast given me” (Jn. 17:2, 8, 24).
 “All that the Father giveth to me, shall come to me. And this is 
the will of the Father who sent me, that everything which he hath 
given to me, I should lose nothing of it, but raise it again in the last 
day” (Jn. 6:37-40).
 He styles this whole number given to him by the Father, the 
sheep of whom he is the Good Shepherd, and says—
 “I lay down my life for the sheep. And other sheep I have which 
are not of this (Mosaic) fold: them also I must bring, and they shall 
hear my voice; and there shall be one fold and one Shepherd. Ye 
believe not because ye are not of my sheep. My sheep hear my voice, 
and I know them, and they follow me; and I give unto them eternal 
life, and they shall not perish in the Aion, neither shall anyone pluck 
them out of my hand. My Father who gave them to me, is greater 
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than all; and no one is able to pluck them out of my Father’s hand. 
I and the Father are one” (Jn. 10).
 In these testimonies we see that the whole number is a gift be-
stowed upon the Lord Jesus Christ, whom he must bring and upon 
whom he is to bestow eternal life; so that, when they die before the 
Aion, they may have part in the resurrection of firstfruits; and if 
they die in the Aion, they may not perish in the Aion; but live again 
when the thousand years are past. Hence, the whole number of 
the dead is a collection of persons taken out from mankind from 
the time of Abel to the end of the thousand years.
 Seven thousand years inhabitation of the earth by flesh and 
blood subject to death, is the Aion of Mortality: through all of 
which progresses the work of taking out a people from the race, 
who shall attain to incorruptibility and life upon the principle of 
a loving and faithful obedience to the Truth.
 These are given to the Son for Brethren, by the Father; who 
bestows upon them the Earth, in a finished and paradisaic per-
fection, as their Inheritance and Abode forever. The manifestation 
of this whole number “redeemed from among men,” is assigned to 
two notable and extraordinary epochs; the first, the beginning of 
the thousand years: the second, the end thereof.
 The first epoch precedes the Millennium, and is illustrated by 
the Resurrection of the Firstfruits; the second epoch after the 
Millennium is passed, is celebrated by the manifestation in life 
of “THE REST OF THE DEAD” given by the Father to the Son to 
complete the fold—“One fold and one Shepherd”—“the Deity the 
all things in all”—(Eureka Vol. III Pg 673)

Second Voyage To Australia
(Continued)

FROM THE GULF OF SUEZ TO COLOMBO
 TUESDAY, August 17, 1897—When we got on deck this morn-
ing we were out of the Gulf of Suez and into the Red Sea proper, 
out of sight of land. The sky was cloudless, the sun brilliant, the 
air hot, and a considerable swell on the water.
 About mid-day there was a sudden and frantic call for a life-
buoy. The life-buoys at the stern had all been thrown out the 
day before to the man that fell overboard, and they had not yet 
been replaced. It seems one of the firemen had thrown himself 
overboard. Life-buoys were thrown from amidships, also a red 
floating sea mark to fix the spot, and, as soon as possible, a boat 
was lowered and made for the spot—the steamboat stopping and 
making a slow circle round the spot as before. The men in the 

punishment of the sin of Sodom” (Lam. 4:6). “Sodom, thy sister 
hath not done as thou hast done” (Eze. 16:48).
It follows that the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah stands 
or falls with Christ, the apostles and the prophets. As the falling 
of these is on the list of logical impossibilities, the record of 
that destruction is established.

*         *          *
IN his “Sunday Morning Exhortation,” No. 134, bro. Roberts emphasized 
several points in regard to obeying God’s Word. Among them was this 
thought—

Among the many Scriptures which have been written, “that 
the man of God may be thoroughly furnished unto all good 
works,” there is none more efficacious in a certain way than 
the account read in our hearing this morning of the interview 
between Jeremiah and the Rechabites.
Let us look at it for a moment. Jeremiah is divinely ordered to 
send for the Rechabites and bring them into one of the apart-
ments of the temple and offer them wine. The Rechabites were 
so called from their ancestor Rechab, whose son Jonadab left 
various directions, for the guidance of their descendants. Among 
other paternal directions for the regulation of their house, was 
the command to abstain from the use of wine.
The lesson intended is conveyed in Jehovah’s own words—“The 
words of Jonadab, the son of Rechab . . . are performed: for 
unto this day they drink no wine, but obey their father’s com-
mandment. . . But ye hearken not unto me. I have sent unto 
you all my servants, the prophets, rising up early and sending 
them, saying, Return ye now every man from his evil way, 
and amend your doings . . . . but ye have not inclined your ear, 
nor hearkened unto me” (Jer. 35:14). The words of a man are 
obeyed; the words of God are disregarded. This is the central 
argument of the incident. This is God’s complaint to the house 
of Israel by Jeremiah.

*         *          *
THE following are a few “Extracts from Correspondence”—

“After a Day’s Toil”—Bro. Franklin, of Alta, Iowa, says: “That 
much-prized gift, lately received, Thirteen Lectures on the 
Apocalypse; I am devouring its contents as a hungry Jew or 
Gentile will, in the future age, devour the knowledge of the 
Lord. Beautiful work! Lovely and exalting thoughts to read 
and rest the mind upon after a day’s toil, helping us to forget 
the perishable things of this toil.
“The Ways of Providence”—Bro. J. W. Thirtle, of Hanley, writes: 
“The Ways of Providence” is a welcome book. It is indeed ‘the 
book for the times:’ eminently calculated to help us to discern 
the divine hand in political affairs affecting the Orient, and to 
point out the path of duty in the various circumstances and 
conditions of life.
“Prayer Among Brethren”—A bro. signing himself “R.S.” writes, 
“We were very glad to read in last month’s Christadelphian that 



boat rowed about for a long time in the somewhat rough sea, but 
without result.
 The man who jumped overboard made no attempt to swim, and 
it was said by those who saw him go over that he sank at once. 
After perhaps an hour’s bootless search, the boat picked up the 
buoys, and then was lifted on board, and the steamboat resumed 
its journey. There was not the same excitement or the same feeling 
about this incident that there was about yesterday’s case. There 
was rather a feeling of resentment against the detention of the 
vessel for an hour by a suicide—so great a difference to the same 
event is made by the motives of the action.
 But, poor fellow, there was not much room for resentment. His 
business was to shovel coals into the blazing ship’s furnace, and 
it seems the heat of the stoke-hold had become intolerable to him 
in the added heat of the Red Sea.
 No man should have such work to do perpetually. In a right 
organisation of human society, all men should take their turn, and 
no man should be oppressed and driven to self-destruction. But 
there is not a right organisation of human society upon earth, and 
cannot be till the great appointed organiser arrives. He will come 
in due course, and men shall be blessed in him.
 A subscription was got up today for the benefit of the man res-
cued yesterday, and also for a widow-passenger who was robbed of 
£3 while ashore at Naples. It is pleasing to see a heavenly streak 
like this in the midst of the darkness.

*         *          *
 WEDNESDAY, August 18, 1897—We began to feel the heat of 
the Red Sea. Thermometer, 88 in the shade. Still, there is a pleasant 
breeze on deck, which tempers the heat.
 Our lordly fledgling of the Suez Canal joke, who is a Roman 
Catholic, has been considerably flattened out, in various ways. The 
daughters had assisted the process by conversational tilts on the 
subject of the Truth. They had given him Christendom Astray to 
look at. He showed it to a lady who is also a Roman Catholic. They 
scanned it over for half-an-hour together and then he returned it 
with an expression of disgust. This was a day or two ago.
 Today, I placed a Bible before him, as he sat on deck, opened at 
Rev. 17. He looked up in my face and said, “What is this?” I said, 
“The Bible,” and pointing to the chapter named, I said, “Read that 
and tell me what it means.” And I walked away, leaving the Bible 
in his hand. I walked backwards and forwards till he had read it.
 I then said, “Well, do you understand it?” He said, “Yes: it doesn’t 
mean Rome: it means Jerusalem.” I said, “That cannot be: read 
the last verse.” He read it. “That great city that reigneth over the 
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One Hundred & Thirty Five Years Ago  (Continued from page 360)
duly translated, and what force is lent to the passage by the 
exact rendering! 

*         *          *
IN Chapter 8 of the “Visible Hand of God,” bro. Roberts wrote—

A remarkable exhibition of the visible hand of God occurred 
in Abraham’s days, though somewhat outside the circle of 
Abraham’s experiences. The occasion was the destruction of 
Sodom and Gomorrah. This event is distinctly and reliably 
historic, notwithstanding the modern tendency to regard it as 
mythical and legendary.
Its appearance in the Mosaic narrative would be conclusive, 
without further evidence, considering how completely estab-
lished the authority of the Pentateuch is, by Christ’s own 
endorsement; but, in addition to this, we have Christ’s specific 
allusion to the matter, thus—“As it was in the days of Lot: 
they did eat, they drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, 
they builded. But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom, it 
rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them 
all” (Lk. 17:28).
Then, we have the Apostles alluding to it more than once              
(2 Pet. 2:6; Jude 7), while, in the prophets, it is familiarly used as 
a standard of comparison in the most matter of fact way, thus: 
“Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, shall be as when God overthrew 
Sodom and Gomorrah” (Isa. 13:19). “As God overthrew Sodom 
and Gomorrah, and the neighbor cities thereof, saith the Lord, 
so shall no man dwell there” (Jer. 1:40). “The punishment of 
the iniquity of the daughter of my people is greater than the 

 This life is probationary. We are placed here to prove ourselves 
worthy of the destiny we may choose. “The gracious gift of God is 
eternal life through Jesus Christ the Lord.” Which will you? Life 
and Death are set before you; will you strike for freedom from the 
law of sin; or choose ye rather to fret out the “few and evil days” 
which remain to you as the bondslaves of the perishing state and 
“die accursed”? God invites you to reconciliation; “Come unto me”, 
says Jesus, “all ye that are weary and heavy laden, and I will give 
you rest” . . . Would you not be arrayed in splendour which will 
excel the glory of the Sun? Would you not be exalted to the dignity 
of associate kings with the glorious monarch of the Future Age? 
Would you not be invested with an incorruptible life, that you 
may eternally enjoy “the inheritance in the light” which is to be 
revealed at the appearing of the “bright and morning star”? . . . 
Let us forsake our disobedience, and return to the wisdom of just 
persons; and thus the Truth will make of us “a people prepared 
for the Lord”—J.T.

Our Choice
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Kings of the earth.” “Well,” said he, “Jerusalem did that.” I replied, 
“Never” especially at the time these words were addressed to John: 
Rome was mistress of the world. It is Rome. You cannot be saved 
in the Roman Catholic Church.”
 He rose and went straight to the lady fellow-Roman Catholic. 
And they talked earnestly together for some time. This lady had 
made herself very agreeable at Port Said, being one of the two who 
had requested to be of our party—Miss M. (about 40). So presently, 
when she was sitting alone, I made bold to say, “Miss M, can we 
be saved out of the Roman Catholic Church?” She tartly replied, 
“I refuse to discuss these questions with you, Mr. Roberts.” I said 
I did not wish to discuss the point with her, but merely to obtain 
correct information as to the Roman Catholic opinion. She said 
men could be saved out of the Church if they thought themselves 
right. Her manner forbad further question, or I might have asked 
whether the heathen nations did not consider themselves right, 
and why the Roman Catholic Church sent missionaries to them. 
But there is nobody so impervious to reason as a Roman Catholic. 
I contented myself with remarking, “Miss M., you are not a good 
Roman Catholic.”
 At our last interview, over afternoon tea cups, our Music Pro-
fessor excused himself on the score of being unwell. By-and-bye, he 
would let me know when his flag was up. He would run it up and 
nail it up. For several afternoons he did not come to the table. This 
afternoon he came. After tea was over, and much frivolous conver-
sation had taken place (the company sitting round the table), my 
spirit wearying under the process, the Music Professor showing 
no sign, I said, “Mr. F., is your flag up?” “Yes,” said he quietly, “My 
flag is up now.”
 “Good,” said I, “Did Christ die?” With a slight gasp, he said, “I 
will talk to you in private about that.” “Why not now?” I said. “I 
cannot talk about these things before others,” he replied. “I am 
nervous.” “You talked before others last time,” I answered, “and I 
can scarcely believe that nervousness is the cause of your wishing 
to avoid it now. You have talked freely on other topics. The other 
topics are not important: this is very much so. I think if you felt 
quite able to maintain the position you took, nervousness would 
not trouble you.” “Well, I prefer to do it in private.” “If you very 
much wish it, I have no objections, but you said you would nail 
your colours to the mast, and now you desert your guns.” “I would 
prefer it in private.” “We have no opportunity in private. You are 
busy: I am busy. This tea hour is just a convenient opportunity.
 If you tell me you are not sure of the position you have taken, 
I will not press it. But the plea of nervousness is inadmissible.”

pilgrimages to Moscow to see Vladimir Putin these days, not rush-
ing to Washington. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
traveled to see the Russian president, his second trip to Russia 
since last fall, and King Salman of Saudi Arabia is planning a 
trip. Egypt’s president and other Middle Eastern leaders have 
also made the trek to see Putin.
 Why is this happening, and why [have] Arabs and Israelis 
pretty much given up on President Barack Obama? Because 
perceptions matter more than mere power: The Russians are 
seen as willing to use power to affect the balance of power in the 
region, and [the U.S. is] not.
 The Russian military intervention turned the tide in Syria 
and, contrary to Obama’s view, has put the Russians in a stronger 
position without imposing any meaningful costs on them. Not 
only are they not being penalized for their Syrian intervention, 
but the U.S. president himself is now calling Vladimir Putin and 
seeking his help to pressure Assad—effectively recognizing who 
has leverage. Middle Eastern leaders recognize it as well and 
realize they need to be talking to the Russians if they are to 
safeguard their interests—Politico, 5/16. 
 When the time comes, the lions of Tarshish will be unable 
to safeguard the interests of Israel. Russia will come down 
and take the land. 
 But… “When Gog shall come against the land of Israel, saith 
the Lord GOD, my FURY shall come up in my face” (Eze 38:18).
 We would not want to be on the wrong side when this hap-
pens: when the standing Man-Image is toppled by devastating 
force, and Gog brought down into the depths of the earth: 
“Woe to him that increaseth that which is not his! how long? 
and to him that ladeth himself with thick clay!” “Woe to him 
that is alone when he falleth; for he hath not another to help 
him up” (Hab. 2:6; Eccl. 4:10). 
 Gog has his fate decreed. “Thou shalt fall upon the moun-
tains of Israel” (Eze. 39:4). As for us, is it not better to be among 
many friends and brethren, raised up, immortalized, and more 
powerful than Gog at the height and plenitude of his power?
 Those who have turned their backs on the treasures of 
Egyptian darkness will be in the privileged position of singing 
with the sweet Psalmist of Israel—
 “Thine, O LORD, is the greatness, and the power, and the 
glory, and the victory, and the majesty... thine is the kingdom, 
O LORD, and thou art exalted as head above all. Both riches 
and honour come of thee, and thou reignest over all; and in 
thine hand is power and might; and in thine hand it is to make 
great, and to give strength unto all” (1 Chron. 29:11–12).—T.D.C.



coast on the Mediterranean Sea.
 This all begs the question: Would Russia use its air power and 
newly established nearby basing to support Iran’s bid for proxy 
control of Iraq? It is very possible. Such a situation, one where 
once again the US would find itself diametrically opposed to 
Russia’s will, could be far more volatile the than the one in Syria 
today—TheDrive, 8/16.
 To help our perspective on that last comment, the volatile 
situation already in Syria today has created a mass exodus 
of refugees numbering in the millions that has overwhelmed 
Europe, and which has driven British voters to force the UK’s 
exit from the EU.
RUSSIA IN EGYPT
 Moscow is looking to extend its global military reach. Citing 
Defense and Foreign Ministry officials, Russian newspaper Iz-
vestia reported that Cairo and Moscow are negotiating a deal 
that would grant Russia access to military facilities in Egypt and 
refurbish a former Soviet air base in the Mediterranean town of 
Sidi Barrani. In fact, Russia has been talking a lot lately about 
basing rights in strategic spots around the globe, from Egypt to 
Vietnam to Cuba to Iran. The intent behind these explorations is 
fairly straightforward: When locked in a multi-theater confron-
tation with the United States, what better way for the Russian 
bear to trample the U.S. security umbrella than with a growing 
military footprint?—Stratfor, 10/16.
NATO OUTMATCHED
 NATO is flummoxed by these developments—
 The commander of US troops in Europe says NATO cannot 
rapidly deploy large forces to Eastern Europe in the way that 
Russia can.
 “The Russians are able to move huge formations and lots of 
equipment a long distance very fast,” he said.
 “The thing I worry about the most is freedom of movement. 
Their snap exercises that they do, I personally am surprised each 
time they do it. And so you can see why that scares me,” General 
Hodges said—BBC, 6/16.
 Here and there we’ve seen mention of the Middle East. To 
Ezekiel, and his present friends, Israel remains the focus of the 
whole exercise. Ezekiel’s prophecy has Russia in the Middle 
East, and Russia has its eyes on Israel—
 The United States has significantly more military capability in 
the Middle East today than Russia—America has 35,000 troops 
and hundreds of aircraft; the Russians roughly 2,000 troops and, 
perhaps, 50 aircraft—and yet Middle Eastern leaders are making 
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 And so the matter passed. Mr. F., I feel sure, will never seek me 
in private. I told him he had branded Christ as an impostor before 
the company, and that that ought to be withdrawn or substantiated 
in the same place. We expect to stop at Aden, at the south of the 
Red Sea tomorrow, and must have our letters ready.

*         *          *
 THURSDAY, August 19, 1897—Another of the firemen miss-
ing—supposed to have gone overboard during the night. He had 
been talking for some days of throwing himself in the sea. The 
captain hearing of it had sent for him and asked him if he meant 
it: because if he did, he would have him put in irons: if he didn’t, 
he had better go to his work. The man said he was not such a fool 
as to do such a thing, and the captain dismissed him. It would 
have taken a Solomon to devise a method for frustrating such an 
act while granting personal liberty.
 Today is a swelter; thermometer at 90. We feel it worst at night, 
when it is not possible to be under even a sheet, or (tell it not in 
Gath) to wear the slightest shred of human garments. This would 
not matter if the unhampered state were not attended with some 
little danger of catching cold during sleep from the moist state of 
the skin. We are in a sort of Turkish bath all the time. If this were 
to last the results could not fail to be serious. We are hoping for a 
change tomorrow when we get out of the Red Sea, and enter the 
Indian Ocean. The Red Sea is worst at its southern end.
 As I write, I perspire in a perpetual pour which drips on the 
paper. I have to mop my face twice every minute to keep my eyes 
from being blinded by the welling moisture. It would require a 
continuous supply of icebergs to keep the Red Sea at a comfortable 
temperature. In spite of the heat, we had an exciting episode on 
deck, where it was cooler than below.
 It was the result of an appointment made in the morning. 
Sister Roberts and daughters have been dropping the seed of the 
Kingdom all about the boat in various ways—here a word, there 
a word, followed by lending of books. A colonial, Kruger by name, 
has for some days been reading the Diary, and says that “inter-
ested” is not at all the word to describe his enjoyment of it. He 
stood to my side this morning and said a certain German pastor 
among the passengers was desirous of having some conversation 
with me. He had had some conversation with sister Roberts, and 
he thought he could show that I was wrong about the millennium 
and some other subjects.
 I expressed my willingness. Mr Kruger said he would like 
to hear the conversation if I had no objections. Mr. Kruger then 
went to the pastor, whose name was Check, though spelt in an 
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unpronounceable way, and arranged that we should meet at 3:30 
on deck after tea. When the time came, a number of others had 
heard and gathered round, and ultimately, all that were on the 
after deck were listeners. They could not well help being, for the 
colloquy at last waxed rather lively.
  Mr. Kruger took the chair, and in two words called on Mr. Check 
to proceed. Mr. Check said he had not come to debate, but he thought 
I was wrong.
 The Chairman: “He thinks you are wrong about the Kingdom.” 
“Well,” said I, “it is a question of what the Bible teaches.”
 Mr. Check had of course noticed in his Bible readings the fre-
quent occurrence of the phrase “The Kingdom of God,” in connection 
with the gospel as preached by Christ. Yes. What did he understand 
by it? The state of eternal glory into which the righteous went when 
they died.
 I said how could men go anywhere when they were dead? Not 
the body, but the soul could go. You believe man has an immortal 
soul? Yes. Can you cite a passage from any part of Scripture that 
affirms that to be the case?
 Oh yes: the Bible is full of it. If so, it would be easy to produce 
one passage. One would satisfy me. He thought for a while, and 
then quoted Genesis 2:7: “Man became a living soul.”
 Readers of the Christadelphian know so well the line of ar-
gument that would follow on this, that it is unnecessary for me 
to report it. Suffice it to say that Mr. Check, beaten out of every 
stronghold, took refuge in generalities about Greek and Hebrew, 
and the unreliability of the English translation. I got him to admit 
that he could not make out his case from the English Bible; and I 
contented myself with denying that he could make it out from any 
other, and undertook, if he attempted it, to answer him. 
 At the close, it was agreed that next day we should resume on 
the subject of the Kingdom. It was also requested that I should give 
a lecture, as the audience were not able to follow the intricacies of 
a closely-reasoned colloquial argument. I may comply later on.
 Meanwhile we have at last roused the company from the torpor 
into which they were sinking. After the meeting, they stood about in 
debating groups. It is better they should be excited about something 
serious than that they should spend time and energy on inanities.

*         *          *
 FRIDAY, August 20, 1897—A wretched night with the heat—
much perspiration and little sleep. But when the morning came, 
we were through the Red Sea, and the thermometer had fallen 8 
degrees. All on board quickly revived. The Arabian coast was vis-
ible on our left: sea smooth: a thin cloud veil on the sky: pleasant 

to access to the warm waters of the Persian Gulf and beyond, 
his successors now see Iran as a safe bridge for reentering the 
Middle East.
 Shortly after the landmark nuclear deal between Iran and 
six global powers, Putin met with Iranian Supreme Leader Ali 
Khamenei in Tehran in January 2016 and gave him a rare and 
old copy of the Koran. The two countries have pledged to substan-
tially deepen their economic and military ties in the post nuclear 
deal era.
 The political order that the British and French established in 
the Middle East after WWI is collapsing. Iran sees the battle over 
the future of Syria as a decisive factor in the shaping of the new 
order. Convinced that Washington is unlikely to support Iran’s 
regional priorities, the country sees cooperation with Russia as 
an effective way to strengthen its hand in the region.
 Tehran has welcomed and encouraged Russian military inter-
vention in Syria, recognizing that without it Assad’s chances of 
survival would have been rather low. After all, Assad’s opponents 
are supported by Qatar, Saudi Arabia [areas pertaining to Seba 
and Dedan], Turkey, and the United States.
 For Washington, Iran’s decision to grant Russia access to its 
airbase should be a wake-up call—Foreign Affairs, 8/16.
RUSSIA IN BABYLON
 This development has, in turn, put ancient Babylon within 
Russian grasp—
 We reported on photos and reports emerging out of Iran 
depicting Russian Tu-22M3 Backfire bombers and IL-76 tank-
er-transports descending onto Hameden Air Base, in the western 
expanse of that country. 
 This leap from “mutual cooperation” to Iran allowing forward 
basing of some of Russia’s most destructive aircraft could have 
significant strategic implications. Now Russia has bases in Syria 
and Iran, sandwiched in between is war-torn Iraq that is fractured 
along sectarian lines. Iran is heavily involved with backing the 
increasingly powerful Shiite militias in Iraq. Meanwhile, the 
US backs the more diverse Iraqi Army and Kurdish Peshmerga 
fighters.
 Today, these factions have a common enemy in ISIS, but once 
that enemy is removed from the equation, a major fight for control 
of Iraq seems likely. If Iran can exert proxy control over Iraq, 
leveraging the Shiite majority in that country, Russia would be 
able to draw a line of great influence traveling from the Iran’s 
eastern border with Afghanistan to the Persian Gulf, to Syria’s 
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of Nebuchadnezzar’s Image standing upon its feet.
 In connection with this, Dr. Thomas also mentions—
 ‘The war will be bloody, and his hosts like a cloud to cover 
the land. Having over-run Syria and Persia, he will invade 
Egypt, Libya, and Ethiopia. For it is written, “He shall stretch 
forth his hand also upon the countries: and the land of Egypt 
shall not escape. But he shall have power over the treasures 
of gold, and of silver, and over all the precious things of Egypt; 
and the Libyans and Ethiopians shall be at his steps’ (Elpis 
Israel, p. 420).  
 So here we add Syria and Egypt to the mix.
 Let’s see how Russia is doing in relation to these soon-to-be- 
subjugated countries—
RUSSIA IN PERSIA
 In a surprising move in late August, Iran allowed the Russian 
Air Force to fly from the Shahid Nojeh Air Base in central Iran 
to conduct bombing operations in Syrian territories. This was no 
trivial decision; it runs counter to a foundational principle of revo-
lutionary Iran’s foreign policy. Since 1979, Iran has safeguarded its 
sovereignty through the principle of “No East, No West,” a popular 
motto engraved on the colorful tiles of the entrance to the Foreign 
Ministry building in Tehran. Accordingly, for 37 years, Iran has 
not allowed any foreign power access to its military bases. 
 So why now? 
 The decision is symbolic of the deepening political and military 
ties between Iran and Russia. The two countries’ collaboration in 
Syria is in fact the most significant military engagement Iran has 
had with any foreign country since 1979.
 For now, the two countries are strategically cooperating, the 
official line goes, mainly to save Syria from terrorists who are 
also threatening both homelands. But the reality is much more 
complex.
 Iranians hold a deeply rooted historical mistrust of Russia. No 
country has forcefully snatched more territory from Iran in recent 
centuries. After World War II, the Red Army, unlike British and 
American troops, refused to leave Iran, and established two short-
lived puppet republics in Azerbaijan and Kurdistan provinces. 
Only thanks to American diplomatic pressure between 1946 and 
1947 did the occupying army leave. 
 After 1991, the West devised different strategies, including the 
expansion of NATO, to contain Russia. Russian President Putin, 
meanwhile, has never stopped trying to remake Russia into a 
global power. A necessary step is Russia’s reentry into the Middle 
East. And just as Peter the Great dreamed of using the territory 

breeze: changed colour of the water betokening approach to land, 
and a strong odour of sea-coast, which is absent when we are out 
in the deep ocean.
 It was anticipated we should reach Aden about mid-day. I made 
the most of the pleasant morning by writing for the December 
Christadelphian in the saloon. A lady who had distinguished 
herself for her tireless loquacity, sat near me, pouring out an 
unbroken stream of the merest commonplaces into the attentive 
ear of one of the men who had not yet learnt that it was danger-
ous to turn on the tap. It had been going on for at least two hours 
(during our Bible reading, and now during my writing). Writing 
was becoming very painful—the more especially as I was writing 
on a topic requiring great abstraction (“Law of Moses”).
 There was no reason why the lady should sit so near me, as 
there was nobody else in the saloon, and plenty of room at the 
empty tables on the other side. If the width of the saloon were 
between us, I felt I should not be distracted by her talk. So I made 
bold in the politest manner to ask if it would be all the same if she 
shifted to the other side of the saloon, as I was writing (which she 
knew). She consented at once, but not with cordial alacrity.
 Presently, she disappeared, and down came Eglon and two boon 
companions, and took up their seats near me, where the lady had 
been, and talked volubly together. This Eglon was the phenom-
enal tub of a man spoken of at the beginning of the voyage—the 
most gross and unmannerly and boorish human being, without 
exception, I ever say—with just enough education to save him from 
being quite a pig. Among other remarks he said, “There’s nothing 
vexes me more than to have anybody talking near me when I am 
writing. It irritates me. I cannot do it.” I stopped for a moment to 
get the thread of my thoughts with an effort. He remarked, “See, 
that gentleman cannot write,” and on he went with the most un-
mannerly talk, of which I took no notice.
 I was afterwards informed that the lady had gone upstairs and 
complained to Eglon that I had asked her to move because I was 
writing—where upon he, with a wink to his companions, went 
downstairs to continue the nuisance.
 A colonial passenger who had suffered from the same cause 
suggested to sister Roberts that I should complain to the captain. 
“No,” said sister Roberts, “Mr. Roberts is a man of peace in personal 
things, and bears things rather than fight.” By persevering and 
showing no sign of distress, I tired out Eglon and his companions, 
and was enabled to finish my writing in peace.
 After lunch we found ourselves close in shore at Aden. The 
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arrangement for resuming conversation with Mr. Check naturally 
fell through.
 We had been told that Aden swarmed with sharks—large ones 
too, and real man-eaters—epicurean sharks which, having once 
tasted the sweetness of human flesh, would not look at anything 
else. Under this idea, a line had been got ready to fish for sharks, 
while the steamer should wait at Aden. We expected to see at 
least 50 swimming round the vessel when she should anchor, for 
so we were told, and we also expected that we should catch so 
many that it would be a question what we should do with them. 
The first thing would be to shoot them through the head, so as to 
deprive them of their dangerous power while struggling on deck 
after being hauled aboard.
 But as the famous recipe says, “First catch your hare.” The line 
was duly cast when we came to anchor within half-a-mile of the 
shore. We watched with great interest for the first ten minutes or 
quarter-of-an-hour. But never a bite had we, or saw the least ap-
pearance in the water that we could construe into the shadow of a 
shark.
 Then canoes of natives with articles to sell began to surround 
the vessel, and kept up such an incessant auctioneer’s jabber that 
all attention was drawn off from the shark line—which was left 
to itself. For an hour-and-an-half the line hung listless overboard. 
Then it was pulled in, and it was found that the bait had been nib-
bled at, and that the fang of the hook was exposed, which rendered 
shark-catching out of the question.
 The bait was mended, and the line thrown over again. In a few 
minutes it was pulled up again, when a shark was seen about 50 
feet off taking a sly glance at the bait with a twist of its body in the 
right direction. This rekindled hope, but nothing more came of it. 
When we sailed about 6 p.m., the line was pulled up. I have often 
noticed that things told you turn out only about a twentieth part 
true, and less.
 Aden is outside the south entrance to the Red Sea, about 50 miles 
to the left as we sail east, on the South Arabian coast. It is about the 
dreariest spot of sterile rock and mountain that can be imagined; 
but it has a good harbour which gives it its value to England. It 
forms a useful coaling and military station to a power having such 
extensive dependencies in the Indian Ocean.
 It is one of a series of connecting links with the mother country: 
England to Gibraltar, Gibraltar to Malta, Malta to Cyprus, Cyprus 
to the Suez Canal, the Suez Canal to Perim (in the Red Sea), Pe-
rim to Aden, Aden to Bombay. From India to Australia is an easy 
stretch in continuation. Then eastwards to the FijI Islands in the 

 Vital global undersea communications cables also run along 
the ocean floor in the North Atlantic near the GIUK gap, carrying 
nearly all global internet traffic. Russian submarines have skirted 
uncomfortably close to the cables in the past in the absence of a 
U.S. or NATO presence, prompting concerns that the cables would 
be cut if tensions between Russia and the West worsened over 
Ukraine, the Baltic States, Syria, or somewhere else. 
 Through long-range anti-ship and anti-air systems onboard 
submarines, Russia can create zones in the North Atlantic where 
NATO planes and ships cannot operate without fear of being shot 
down or sunk. With a strong enough force in the North Atlantic, 
Russia could, in effect, cut off North America from Europe—
Foreign Affairs, 9/16. 
 In all of this, we begin to perceive how it will fall to Britain 
to take the lead role to raise the futile protest, “Sheba, and 
Dedan, and the merchants of Tarshish, with all the young lions 
thereof, shall say unto thee, Art thou come to take a spoil? 
hast thou gathered thy company to take a prey? to carry away 
silver and gold, to take away cattle and goods, to take a great 
spoil?” (Eze 38:13). The Russian bear will snort in derision, 
and extend its claws into the mountains of Israel in a show 
of overwhelming force (v. 16).
 And what about Europe? Dr. Thomas said—
 ‘I have no doubt that the following paraphrase will pres-
ent the reader with the true import of the exordium to the 
prophecy of Ezekiel concerning Gogue. “Son of Man, set thy 
face against Gogue, the Emperor of Germany, Hungary, etc., 
and Autocrat of Russia, Moscovy, and Tobolskoi, and proph-
esy against him, and say, Thus saith the Lord God: Behold I 
am against thee, O Gogue, Autocrat of Russia, Moscovy, and 
Tobolskoi: and I will turn thee about, and put a bit into thy 
jaws, and I will bring thee forth from the north parts, and all 
thine army, horses, and horsemen, all of them accoutred with 
all sorts of armour, even a great company with bucklers and 
shields, all of them handling swords: among whom shall be 
Persians, Ethiopians, and Libyans,; all of them with shields 
and helmet: French and Italians, etc.; Circassians, Cossacks, 
and the Tartar hordes of Usbeck, etc.: and many people not 
particularly named besides. Be thou prepared; prepare thy-
self, thou, and all thy company that are assembled unto thee; 
and be thou Imperial Chief to them.” ’ (Elpis Israel, p. 432).
 Here we have more current names for the old territories 
mentioned by Ezekiel. Europe figures prominently in the 
prophecy, along with Persia. Babylon—Iraq—is also implied 
as the territorial head of gold that will complete the symbol 
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Moscow is replying by fielding almost a hundred BTGs. If Ger-
asimov’s comments can be taken at face value, by next January 
Moscow will have the capability to fight a major regional ground 
war at less than a weeks’ notice with a force of 150,000–200,000 
men.
 Kavkaz 2016 could have been an exercise to prepare for the 
eventuality the West may intervene to save Ukraine by sending 
naval and air forces to the Black Sea region—to be met and 
deterred by the Russian Air Force and the Black Sea Fleet. On 
September 9, as the Kavkaz exercise was coming to a close, the 
Russian military test-fired a modernized Topol intercontinental 
ballistic missile (ICBM). Gerasimov refused to deny or confirm the 
ICBM launch was part of a possible nuclear escalation scenario 
being rehearsed during Kavkaz 2016—Jamestown, 9/16.
THE WEST UNPREPARED
 All through this, NATO is increasingly finding itself woe-
fully unprepared for the strategic and tactical implications 
of this massive military mobilization—
 A new arena of competition is opening between Russia and 
NATO in the North Atlantic. In the Baltic, Black Sea, Ukraine, 
and even the Middle East, Russia’s geopolitical ambitions have 
upended all semblance of post-Cold War rapprochement between 
the two historic adversaries. 
 NATO has built up its military presence along its Eastern flank 
and revamped its deterrent posture in response. But in its rush 
to fortify these fronts, it risks overlooking a newly vulnerable 
Cold War chokepoint known as the GIUK gap.
 The GIUK gap denotes the maritime line between Greenland, 
Iceland, and the United Kingdom that served as a defensive 
perimeter for NATO during the Cold War. In the event of a war 
in Europe, the Soviet Union would have to breach the line to cut 
the United States and Canada off from their European allies. 
Since the Soviet threat faded into history, NATO’s focus and 
presence in the North Atlantic has slipped. 
 The GIUK gap is still the only point through which Russia can 
project power into the Atlantic Ocean and Europe’s [shoreline]. 
It remains the gateway to the Atlantic Ocean for Russia’s largest 
and most strategically important fleet, the Northern Fleet.
 Russian warplanes and submarines have skirted or violated 
the airspace and waters of the Baltic States, United Kingdom, 
Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, and vital NATO partners 
Finland and Sweden. These [excursions] have exposed embar-
rassing gaps in NATO members’ defenses.

Pacific, and thence to South America, where England has several 
dependencies, or North America (Canada). “A land shadowing with 
wings” is the only fitting description of a country as Britain is in 
these latter days. (To be continued, God willing)

The Bond Of Perfectness
By BRO. G. V. GROWCOTT

(Continued)
 We turn again to John’s epistle, and read again the words at 
which we left it (3:18)—
 “My little children, let us not love in word, neither in tongue, but 
in deed and in truth.”
 And he continues—
 “And hereby by this we know that we are of the Truth, and shall 
assure our hearts before him.”
--that is, IF we are living and rejoicing in this divine love which the 
apostle has so beautifully described.
 John goes on—
 “For if our heart condemn us, God is greater than our heart, and 
knoweth all things.”
 Do our hearts condemn us as we measure ourselves by this one 
and only way of life?
 “And this is His commandment, That we should believe on the 
Name of His Son Jesus Christ, and love one another, as He gave us 
commandment” (v. 23).
 Nearly twenty times in this epistle this same command is em-
phasized that we MUST love one another. It is the key and theme 
of the whole epistle.

*          *          *
 After warning against false teachers in the early part of chapter 
4, he returns to the same theme (v. 7)—
 “Beloved, let us love one another: for love is of God: and everyone 
that loveth is born of God, and knoweth God.”
 When we consider all that is involved in the love of which he 
speaks, we can well realize that we must be born of God to be able 
to manifest it, and that to achieve this love is truly to know God. 
And it further follows (v. 8)—
 “He that loveth not knoweth not God, for God is love.”
 Now Jesus said that to know God is life eternal, so the implication 
is clear that the achievement of this love of which Paul speaks is a 
necessary step to obtain eternal life.
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 “GOD IS LOVE.”—Here he reaches the heart of his subject. God 
is not just loving, but He is LOVE ITSELF—That is His essential 
nature and personality. As we shape ourselves to this divine ideal 
of love, we make ourselves one with God—we conform ourselves to, 
and lay hold on, eternity.
 “Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us, and 
sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins” (v. 10).
 Love does not originate with us. It was not in return for our love 
that God sent His Son. All the love originated with Him, while we 
were yet loveless sinners.
 He did not wait till we were lovable before He put His redeeming 
love into action on our behalf. Nor does He withdraw the offer and 
manifestation of His love because we continually fail and disappoint 
Him in our reciprocation of it. This gives force to the exhortation 
that follows (v. 11)—
 “Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought also to love one another.”
 Love is needed most where it is at first undeserved and appre-
ciated least. God set His infinite love in motion toward the ungodly 
in order to create and kindle love in them. If, then, we are to follow 
God’s example and be God’s children we can never justify not loving 
by the fact that the recipient is not lovable, for that is all the more 
reason for giving him our love.
 “No man hath seen God at any time. If we love one another, God 
dwelleth in us, and His love is perfected in us” (v. 12).
 Here is a powerful promise and incentive indeed! We cannot see 
God. He is unapproachable. But if we love one another, God dwells 
in us. He will draw near. He will make His comfort and His presence 
felt. He will work in us to will and to do of His good pleasure, and 
He will perfect His love in us, so that we are one with Him.
 Again the apostle repeats the glorious revelation and promise 
(v. 16)—
 “God is love, and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and 
God  in him.”
 Love is the meeting place, the sphere of communion and com-
munication.
 “Herein” (that is, in this way, through this divine bond)—“is our 
love made perfect, that we may have boldness (that is confidence, 
assurance, freedom from fear)—in the day of judgment, because as 
He is, so are we in this world” (v. 17).
 Are we, by this oneness of love, as He is in this world?—for that 
alone can be the ground of confidence.
 He has shown us clearly what HE is—God is LOVE—infinite 
love—an endless, inexhaustible fountain of love, seeking to 

inconspicuous manner—TheDrive, 8/16.
 Russia’s drive to re-arm itself and to train its personnel in 
combat-readiness is extraordinary, so much so that it is hard 
to keep track of it all. It doesn’t help, of course, when Russia 
continues its patter of lies and deception that keeps the West 
continually off guard—
 Officials initially announced that the number of troops taking 
part in [the September 5–10 Kavkaz 2016 military exercise] was 
12,500, but this turned out to be a typical Russian disguise. As 
the massive exercise wound up, the number two in command of 
the Russian military, the chief of the General Staff and first dep-
uty defense minister, Army-General Valery Gerasimov, suddenly 
announced the true number of men involved to be 120,000.
 Some 480 metric tons of live munitions were used up during 
Kavkaz-2016, together with 35,000 tons of fuel.
 The Russian air force was massively deployed in Kavkaz 2016, 
with some “100 to 120 airplanes in the air simultaneously.” The 
jets and anti-aircraft units trained to refute a massive enemy 
air and cruise missile assault. Gerasimov also boasted the Black 
Sea Fleet has the capacity to destroy its potential enemy before 
it leaves port “or in the Bosporus—we have targeting reconnais-
sance capabilities with a range of 500 kilometers and land-based 
Bastion anti-ship missiles with a range of 350 km in addition to 
submarines with [long-range] Kalibr cruise missiles, naval attack 
jets, strategic bombers with cruise missiles, and more.” According 
to Gerasimov, “The enemy will never get close.”
 The present Russian military is earnestly preparing to fight a 
major ground war without a massive mobilization of reservists, 
using only the standing Armed Forces.
 Front-line combat units—the so-called battalion tactical groups 
(BTG)—will be primarily manned by contract soldiers to increase 
their battle readiness. According to Gerasimov, the Russian army 
together with the marine corps and airborne troops have 66 
standing BTGs—reinforced mechanized battalions with additional 
armor (tanks), heavy guns, other artillery and multiple-launch 
rocket systems (MLRS). A BTG can be from 600 to 900 men strong. 
 Gerasimov announced that in the coming several months the 
number of BTGs in the Russian military will be increased almost 
50%, to 96—“to have two BTGs in every brigade or regiment.” 
 Next year comes a further increase of BTGs—to 115, and in 
early 2018—[a further increase] to 125 BTGs.
 Last July, NATO decided to deploy 4[!] joint allied BTGs in 
the Baltic republics and in Poland to counter the Russian threat. 
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bring blessing wherever it flows.
 “There  is no fear in love, but perfect love casteth out fear, because 
fear hath torment” (v. 18).
 “He that feareth is not made perfect in love.”
 “Perfect love casteth out fear.” Surely this is the deepest and most 
beautiful statement in all Scripture!
 The world lives in fear. Its whole framework is based on mutual 
fear. It has always been so, but especially today. The special mark 
of the last days is—
 “All men’s hearts failing for fear.”
 There exist today the two greatest human powers that the world 
has ever seen, and they live in mortal fear of each other.
 But fear goes deeper than international problems.  Fear is at the 
root of all human life, and much of man’s efforts and contrivance is 
motivated by it.
 Fear is a terrible, destroying thing. It is a weakness of the flesh 
that robs us of so much comfort and joy. How often the Scriptures 
remind us that all is in the all-powerful hand of God, and exhorts 
us to “Fear Not!”—
 “Fear not, Abram.”
 “Hagar, fear not!”
 “Moses said unto the people, Fear not!” (Ex. 20:20).
 “Fear not, neither be discouraged” (Deut. 1:21).
 “God will not fail thee; fear not, neither be dismayed” (Deut. 31:8).
 And so the endless chain of divine assurance could be extended 
throughout the Scriptures. Twelve times we find these words in 
Isaiah alone, as in chapter 43, verse 5—
 “Fear not, for I am with thee!”
 The Psalms express the confidence of the godly man—
 “I will fear no evil, for Thou art with me” (23:4).
 “God is our Refuge and Strength, a very present Help in trouble. 
Therefore will not we fear though the earth be removed” (46:1-2).
 And so throughout the New Testament also: “Fear not, Joseph,” 
“Fear not, Mary,” “Fear not, Simon,” “Fear not, Paul.” And the first 
words of the Son of Man similitude to John were (Rev. 1:17), “Fear 
not.”
 The Scriptures go right to the heart of the problem in declaring 
that the sacrifice of Jesus was to—
 “Deliver them who through fear of death were all their lifetime 
subject to bondage”
 —the bondage and sorrow in which the creation groans.
 Sin and death are the root of all fear. But—
“Perfect love casteth out all fear. He that feareth is not made perfect 

 A map of the proposed highway has it located just to the 
north of Kazakhstan—in the area of Tobolsk—the “Tubal” of 
Ezekiel 38. Certainly such a highway and energy infrastructure 
through the area would elevate this town of ancient prophecy 
into prominence—representing Siberia and all the natural 
wealth that would enable Russia to carry on a massive war in 
multiple directions. 
 So much for economic sanctions. 
 And note the proximity to Alaska, and the nearness to the 
North American continent. Wouldn’t it be something if Russia 
had the means to position significant and far-reaching weap-
onry not only close to Europe, but also close to Canada and 
the U.S., in order to keep those nations in fear should it come 
to war? Along with soldiers who are acclimatized to the harsh 
realities of the far north via Arctic exercises.
WAR PREPARATIONS
 Russia’s ongoing campaign to reinvigorate its armed forces 
has included the addition of new weapon systems and the refur-
bishment and upgrade of Cold War relics. Now it appears that 
armored trains, once a mainstay of Russian combat logistics, have 
been brought out of mothballs and thrust into drills. It is the first 
time these trains, named Baikal and Amur, have participated in 
exercises in a decade and a half.
 The configuration of Russia’s armored trains can vary, but 
they are capable of carrying tanks and APCs, and usually have 
platforms and armored cars that carry anti-aircraft guns and ar-
tillery. Armor-clad troop cars are also a standard feature, and the 
locomotives are substantially hardened against kinetic attacks. 
In any form, they look intimidating.
 It all sounds very World War II. But there is something to the 
concept as the rails remain Russia’s most critical military logis-
tical conduit. Moscow’s ability to rapidly morph its force posture 
along its western border, often using trains to do so, has even 
been identified by NATO leaders as an impressive and downright 
frightening capability.
 Russia obviously has some reason to put these trains back into 
service.
 These armored trains are not the only way Russia is weaponiz-
ing the rails. The Kremlin is working to bring back rail-deployed 
intercontinental ballistic missiles. 
 These new nuke trains will tote around RS-24 Yars ICBMs, 
Russia’s most capable and modern operational weapon of mass 
devastation. Like their ground-mobile ICBMs cousins, these trains 
will roam the Russian countryside, although in an ever more    
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in love.”—This is love’s greatest beauty and blessing. 
 Only God can bestow this glorious freedom from all fear and He 
will bestow it upon those, and those alone, who dedicate their lives 
to the love of Him and of their brethren.
 “We love, because he first loved us” (v. 19).
 All love must grow from the ever expanding realization of the 
glory of the infinite love of God—God’s desire to draw near and to 
bestow good.
 “If a man say, I love God: and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for 
he that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love 
God whom he hath not seen?” (v. 20).
 What is the point? Why cannot we love God if we do not love 
men?
 When we understand this, we understand the nature of true 
spiritual love. That love does not go out in limited beams, there is 
nothing limited about it—it is a universal irradiation. It is not a 
limited attribute—it must be the whole fibre of our character. If our 
love is not shining upon and blessing all who are close to us—all 
with whom we come in contact, how do we expect it to be real and 
strong enough to reach God?
 Furthermore, we have no direct contact with God. We can only 
manifest our professed love for Him by obedience to Him in relation 
to things that are close to us.
 “And this is the commandment we have from Him, that He who 
loveth God, love his brother also” (v. 21).
 By this, then, we shall stand or fall in the great day of judgment 
by the extent to which we comprehend and manifest the beauty of 
divine love toward all, in all our daily relationships, and especially 
our ecclesial relationships.
 If we are too small and selfish and touchy and self-centered to 
love all our brethren according to the divine pattern, we are of no 
use in the great, eternal purpose of God. For God IS love.

The Morning Cometh
“He shall be as the light of the morning when the sun riseth,

even a morning without clouds” (2 Sam. 23:4).
By BROTHER G.A. GIBSON

 The phrase “The Morning Cometh” indicates a period of time 
relating to night, or darkness, that has almost elapsed, and day-
light is about to appear. It can be applied in either the literal, or 
figurative sense. It will be evident to all that our subject relates 
to the period in a figurative, or symbolic bearing.

clothed with all sorts of armour, even a great company with 
bucklers and shields, all of them handling swords: Persia, 
Ethiopia, and Libya with them; all of them with shield and 
helmet: Gomer, and all his bands; the house of Togarmah of 
the north quarters, and all his bands: and many people with 
thee . . . After many days thou shalt be visited: in the latter 
years thou shalt come . . . against the mountains of Israel” 
(Eze. 38:1-8).
 This picture of a massive pan-Eurasian-African army head-
ed by Russia looms ever larger in our view as we find ourselves 
moving headlong into the “latter years” of God’s purpose with 
the nations. The Russian bear has its four limbs reaching 
in every direction now—north (Arctic), south (Kazakhstan, 
Georgia, Iran, Iraq, Syria), east (the Bering Sea), and west (the 
Baltics, Finland, etc.). Massive undertakings by Putin’s Russia 
go nearly without notice in the face of so many geopolitical 
initiatives. Note, for example—
RUSSIAN ENTERPRISES
 At a meeting of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the head of 
Russian Railways, Vladimir Yakunin, put forth a bold plan for a 
massive trans-Siberian highway.
 This superhighway project, called the Trans-Eurasian Belt 
Development, includes a major roadway to be built alongside the 
existing Trans-Siberian Railway. And alongside that, the plans 
include expansive energy infrastructure involving another rail-
way, oil and gas pipelines, as well as electricity and water supply 
facilities.
 The Russian superhighway would link up with Europe’s exist-
ing roadway system in the west—a logical plan.
 The audacious part of this scheme is the Russians’ proposal 
to build a connection across the Bering Sea between Russia’s 
Chukotka region and Alaska!
 Russia did build the original Trans-Siberian Railway at a time 
when many thought it was an impossible task.
 The state of Russia’s economy is another motivation for the 
superhighway—any massive infrastructure project is sure to put 
many of its citizens back to work.
 And of course, energy is the main driver of Russia’s economy. 
Sales of oil, petroleum products, and natural gas accounted for 68% 
of the country’s total export revenue in 2013. The infrastructure 
proposed to go alongside the highway will boost sales. Siberia 
is an area that’s quite rich in all sorts of natural resources. Any 
infrastructure development there will help Russia exploit the 
riches held there—Wall St. Daily, 4/15.



 “Beloved, think it not strange concerning the fiery trial which 
is to try you, as though some strange thing happened unto you:
 “But rejoice, inasmuch as ye are partakers of Christ’s sufferings; 
that, when his glory shall be revealed, ye may be glad also with 
exceeding joy.”
 One of the great lessons we learn from our association with 
the things of the Truth, is that when we enter the body of Christ 
through our belief and obedience of the Gospel, we discover that 
the world by which we are surrounded, is an evil one.
 As we begin our walk in newness of life, we soon feel the pull of 
the association of worldly affairs, and a sense of loneliness comes 
upon us, and we realize that we are a pilgrim in the midst of it. 
The Gentile night depresses, and we long for the morning to come. 
It makes us think of Jacob after he had passed over Jordan, and 
lodged there that night.
 After his family had passed over the ford Jabbok, Jacob was left 
alone. What loneliness must have fallen upon him, as he watched 
through the night! Suddenly, a stranger appears, and the oppres-
sive loneliness gives way to an anxious fear, as Jacob grapples with 
him. There in the darkness of the lonely night, Jacob struggles 
with this unknown man until the ascending of the morning.
 The long weary night of struggling was over, and the dawn of 
the morning brought joy as Jacob’s name was changed to Israel. 
He had wrestled and prevailed.
 Our position is somewhat analogous. The night is long, and 
sometimes our loneliness gives way to fear as we struggle against 
what appears to be overwhelming odds. But we are reminded by 
Paul—
 “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against princi-
palities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this 
world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
 “Wherefore take unto you the whole armor of God, that ye may 
be able to withstand in the evil day, and having overcome all, to 
stand” (Eph. 6:12-13).  (To be continued, God willing)
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 However, as the symbolic obtains its basis from the literal, it 
will be well for us to look briefly at certain examples of the literal 
that we may strengthen our knowledge of the symbolical.
 The first to attract our attention is the great night or period of 
darkness that preceded God’s creative work. It is stated that:
 “The earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon 
the face of the deep” (Gen. 1:2). 
 Everything was covered with water so that the earth became 
void, or empty, and no living creature could be found. This intense 
darkness prevailed until God formed the light which dispelled the 
darkness, and brought the day. The time between the darkness, 
and the day constituted the morning, and so we read in Gen. 
1:15—“The evening and the morning were the first day.”
 There are numerous places where darkness is used figuratively, 
but in Isaiah 60:2, we have an impressive one—
 “The darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the 
people.”
 Here is a darkness both deep and widespread, and was to 
remain until it should be dispelled by a light of great brilliance. 
The prophet Micah explains the nature of this darkness—
 “Therefore night shall be unto you, that ye shall not have a 
vision; and it shall be dark unto you, that ye shall not divine; And 
the sun shall go down over the prophets, and the day shall be dark 
over them” (Mic. 3:6).
 Malachi was the last of the prophets, and for 400 years the 
people stumbled in the darkness when there was no answer from 
God. But a morning was to come to Israel when the glory of the 
Lord should rise upon them. It did come and shone forth as the 
glory of the sun. Matthew tells us that—
 “The people which sat in darkness saw great light; and to them 
which sat in the region and shadow of death light is sprung up” 
(Matt. 4:16).
 This was a morning indeed; but how few had watched and 
waited during the long night. Most of them were too busy with 
their merchandising, and seeking after the pleasure of this life. 
Therefore, the morning interfered with their plans.
 Among the few that waited was one named Simeon, and Luke 
tells us “that he was just and devout, waiting for the consolation 
of Israel.” And when he came into the temple, he took up the child 
Jesus in his arms and said (Lk. 2:29-32)—
 “Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in peace, according 
to Thy word: For mine eyes have seen Thy salvation, which Thou 
hast prepared before the face of all people; A light to lighten the 

Current Events Fulfilling Prophecy
 “And the word of the LORD came unto me, saying, Son of 
man, set thy face against Gog, the land of Magog, the chief 
prince of Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy against him, And 
say, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I am against thee, O 
Gog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal: And I will turn 
thee back, and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will bring thee 
forth, and all thine army, horses and horsemen, all of them 
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 “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, which 
according to His abundant mercy hath begotten us again unto a 
lively hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, to 
an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth not 
away, reserved in heaven for us, who are kept by the power of God 
through faith unto salvation ready to be revealed in the last time.
 “Wherein ye GREATLY REJOICE, though now for a season, if 
need be, ye are in heaviness through manifold temptations:
 “That the trial of your faith, being much more precious than 
of gold that perisheth, though it be tried with fire, might be found 
unto praise and honor and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ:
 “Whom having not seen, ye love; in whom though now ye see him 
not, yet believing, ye REJOICE WITH JOY UNSPEAKABLE and 
full of glory: receiving the end of your faith, even your salvation.”
 But the present blessedness is limited. The greatest happiness 
lies in the future, as it did with Jesus. Isaiah, speaking propheti-
cally of Jesus, said—
 “He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and 
acquainted with grief.
 “He was wounded (or tormented) for our transgressions, he was 
bruised for our iniquities.
 “He was oppressed and he was afflicted” (Isa. 53:3-7).
  And much more could be added to this list. Then, too, think 
how he must have suffered mentally as he listened to the leaders 
of the people when they tried to entangle him in his talk.
 How could Jesus suffer so? How was he able to endure such 
trials, even unto the most awful death he experienced? Paul tells 
us that it was—
 “. . . for the JOY that was set before him, he endured the cross, 
and despised the shame” (Heb. 12.2).
 This statement of the apostle is in complete agreement with 
what Jesus said to the disciples on the road to Emmaus—
 “Ought not Christ to have suffered these things, and to enter 
into his glory?” (Lk. 24:26).
 That is the principle on which God operates. For, says Paul—
 “IF we suffer we shall also reign with him.” 
 And again in Rom. 8:16-18, Paul says—
 “We are the children of God: and if children, then heirs; heirs 
of God, and joint-heirs with Christ; IF SO BE that we suffer with 
him.”
 Now this cannot be ordinary suffering, for millions of people 
suffer who know not God, or have anything to do with His beloved 
Son Jesus. Peter, in 1:4:12-13 says—

Gentiles, and the glory of Thy people.”
 Another night, of an entirely different character, that had a pro-
digious influence on the nation of Israel, was the night in which the 
Passover was instituted, and all the firstborn in the land of Egypt 
died. They were to eat the Passover lamb early in the evening, and 
make all preparations to hurry off on a journey, for they were to 
be thrust out of Egypt with great haste.
 This was a literal institution which resulted in the freedom of 
Israel from Egyptian bondage. But it represented more than just 
that. It was both literal and figurative, and pointed forward to su-
preme events which were to be connected with later generations of 
Israel. The period to which we refer is, of course, the one in which 
Jesus appeared. John says (1:11)—
 “He came unto his own, and his own received him not.”
 The day that followed was a short one for Israel. They rejected 
the heir and killed him, and cast him out of the vineyard. In a few 
short years, the Romans came and destroyed their city. The people 
fell by the sword in thousands, and the remainder were led away 
captive into all nations.
 Darkness fell upon Israel—a darkness that could be felt, and one 
that has remained to this day. In the meantime, God has granted 
to the Gentiles, repentance unto life, and Paul was appointed their 
special apostle, as he has said, in Rom. 11:13—
 “For I speak to you Gentiles, inasmuch as I am the apostle of the 
Gentiles, I magnify mine office.”
 To the Ephesians, he speaks of the mystery of Christ, saying—
“Which in other ages was not made known unto the sons of men, as 
it is now revealed unto His holy apostles, and prophets by the Spirit; 
that the Gentiles should be fellowheirs, and of the same body, and 
partakers of his promise in Christ by the Gospel” (3:5-6).
 As they are not all Israel, which are of Israel: so all Gentiles 
are not fellow-heirs, but those only who should come within the 
conditions in the belief and obedience of the Gospel. What God has 
done for the Gentiles is well expressed by Peter—
 “God hath visited the Gentiles to take out of them a people for 
His Name” (Acts 15:14).
 And that is why we are here today. Before our entry into Christ 
through our belief and obedience of the Gospel we were ‘‘without 
hope”; we were “strangers and foreigners,” BUT NOW we have 
been brought near to God by the blood of Jesus. However, we are 
still surrounded by darkness, for the morning has not come, and, 
therefore, it is our duty to WATCH. For, said Jesus (Matt. 24:43)—
 “But know this, that if the goodman of the house had known 
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 In the N.T. there are four words rendered “Blessed.” The two 
principal ones being “eulogeo” and “makarios.” “Eulogeo” means 
“To speak well of” and is used about 40 times, as in—
 “He lifted up his hands and blessed them.”
—that is, he spoke well of them (compare our word eulogize). 
“Makarios” means “happy or contented and joyous,” and is used 
about 44 times, especially by Jesus on the Mountain as in— 
 “Blessed are the poor in spirit.”
 “Blessed are the meek.”
 And in the case of our subject title—
 “Blessed is he that watcheth.”
 Or as Jesus said when speaking of his coming—
 “Blessed are those servants, whom the Lord when he cometh 
shall find watching.”
 It is a fact, well known to all of us, that if we truly walk in the 
Truth, we will suffer persecution in various forms. To begin walking 
in newness of life, we must separate ourselves from the social life 
of the world, and cast aside its pleasures. This, in itself marks us 
as being peculiar people, and our former friends no longer desire 
our company.
 We became social outcasts, and that is as it should be. For we 
cannot keep our garments unspotted, and at the same time lend 
ourselves to the world’s schemes and practices. If we try to see 
how close we can live to worldly ways, and think we can still walk 
in the Truth, we will discover that in a short time our love for the 
Truth will weaken, and we will become more and more attached 
to worldly affairs. Paul says—
 “I beseech (or entreat) you that you present your bodies a living 
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God” (Rom. 12:1).
 This is a wearisome and drawn-out form of suffering; it is a 
waiting for the morning to appear as we live in the midst of a 
crooked and perverse generation. To do this we must submit to a 
trial which is not joyous, but grievous.
 How, then, can we be blessed, or happy, while we watch? Can 
there be blessedness in this present life? Yes, it is possible. As one of 
the meanings of blessed is “contented,” what could better describe 
our position as we watch and wait for the morning to come? For 
that means that we have a habitual satisfaction or mental ease 
and quietude that nothing but the Truth can give. For says Paul 
in 1Tim. 6:6—
 “But godliness with contentment is great gain.”
 Peter gives beautiful expression to the present blessedness of 
those who watch and wait (1 Pet. 1:3-8)—

in what watch the thief would come, he would have watched, and 
would not have suffered his house to be broken up.”
 Taking this statement of Jesus out of its context, one might be 
puzzled regarding his purpose; but when we read the next verse, 
we soon realize that he means—
 “Therefore be ye also ready: for in such an hour as ye think not 
the Son of man cometh.” 
 “The Morning Cometh.” If, then, it is still future why did we 
refer to the appearance of Jesus as a morning to Israel? The an-
swer is because of his two advents. And this is what Israel could 
not understand. They thought the Kingdom was to appear imme-
diately after the arrival of their Messiah. The morning to which 
the prophets refer is the period when Jesus appears in power and 
great glory. David speaks of it in this manner—
 “He shall be as the light of the morning, when the sun riseth, 
even a morning without clouds” (2 Sam. 23:4).
 This agrees with the words of Jesus, in Rev. 22:16— “I am the 
bright and morning Star.”
 As this morning has not yet appeared, we are still living in the 
time of darkness, or night and, therefore, must still be watching, 
for watchers are only required at night. But what are we to watch 
for? Are we only to watch the signs of the times or are there other 
things that require our attention?
 It is our firm conviction, that we are expected to watch 
everything that relates to our lives as brethren and sisters of 
Christ. That means we must watch our speech, our general con-
duct, our habits, what we read and the kind of company we keep. 
If we watch all these things, we will not be too concerned about the 
Signs of the Times, though, of course keenly interested in them, 
for we will be prepared, and ready for the sunrise.
 If we stop and think for a moment, we will discover that the 
foundation of all these things rests upon the Word of God; for 
therein we will find instruction to guide us, no matter what our 
problem may be. David realized this, when he said—
 “Mine eyes prevent (that is anticipate) the night watches, that 
I might meditate in Thy Word” (Psa. 119:148).
 Night time is a period of sorrow and weeping. It was night when 
Jesus was betrayed. But David reminds us, in Psa. 30:5—
 “Weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning”
 You will recall that when Israel fled from Egypt, they were 
protected from the Egyptians at night by a pillar of fire that hov-
ered over the camp and gave them light. But there was something 
remarkable about this pillar of fire, for Moses says—
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 “It was a cloud and darkness to the Egyptians, but it gave light 
by the night to Israel” (Ex. 14:20).
 How are we to explain this? It was a miracle, of course, for 
by it, God went before them to guide them on their way. It was 
therefore a means of leadership that was made necessary by the 
circumstances relating to the Exodus. Is it possible for us to find 
a counterpart in our own lives as we watch and meditate in the 
night watches? We believe it is. David says (Psa. 119:105)—“Thy 
Word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.” 
 In the Apocalypse 11:8, it speaks of a Great City, which spirit-
ually is called Sodom and Egypt. Bro. Thomas in Eureka, Vol. 2, 
page 650, says—
 “The Great City is also allegorically styled Egypt. It is the 
great House of Bondage in which a small remnant, The Israel of 
the Deity are sojourning and waiting for deliverance. Its super-
stition, its ignorance of Yahweh, its hardness of heart, its sorcery, 
its darkness that may be felt transcend the infamy of Pharaoh 
and his hosts.”
 Its doctrines have spread throughout all the earth, therefore 
gross darkness has covered the people. The only light available is 
the Word of God, and like the pillar of fire was to Israel, so to us 
it is a bright light, and means of leadership, BUT to all in earth 
styled Christendom it is a cloud and darkness.
 We become so accustomed to the things that surround us in our 
daily lives, it is just possible that we fail to recognize the sharp 
contrast between us and Christendom. The dividing line is there, 
and it will be clearly visible if we permit the Word of God to dwell 
in us richly. There are no half-way measures in the Truth. We are 
either living in the light, or stumbling in the darkness. Paul, in    
1 Thess. 5:4-9, speaking of the coming of the Lord Jesus, said—
 “But ye brethren, are not in darkness, that that day should 
overtake you as a thief.
 “Ye are all the children of light, and the children of the day: we 
are not of the night, nor of darkness.
 “Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch and be 
sober (or temperate).
 “We, who are of the day, should be vigilant, putting on the breast-
plate of faith and love; and for an helmet, the hope of salvation.”
 The Morning cometh, or as David said in Psa. 119:147—
 “I anticipated the dawning of the morning, and cried: I hoped 
in Thy word.”
 Paul speaks again in a similar turn of mind, in Rom. 13:12-14—
 “The night is far spent, the day is at hand: let us therefore cast 

off the works of darkness, and put on the armor of light.
 “Let us walk honestly (or becomingly) as in the day; not in rioting 
and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife 
and envying.
 “But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision 
for the flesh, to fulfill the lusts thereof.”
 This is not guesswork on the part of Paul. He speaks with 
authority, and this is one of the many messages he gives us, to 
show how we should walk and watch in the last hours of the 
night. Watching in the night requires a great effort, and Jesus was 
mindful to impress this upon the minds of the disciples, as he did 
in the garden of Gethsemane. Matthew says (26:40-41)—
 “He cometh unto the disciples, and findeth them asleep, and 
saith unto Peter, What, could ye not watch with me one hour?
 “Watch and pray, that ye enter not into temptation: the spirit 
indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak.”
 You will observe here one of the strong reasons why we should 
watch and pray—“that we enter not into temptation.” Jesus em-
phasized this thought in the Parable of the Sower—
 “They on the rock are they, who, when they hear, receive the word 
with joy; and these have no root, which for a while believe, and in 
time of temptation fall away” (Lk. 8:13).
 The idea presented in the word “temptation” signifies “to try or 
test in order to prove our faith and obedience.” Therefore James 
could say (1:2-3)—
 “My brethren, COUNT IT ALL JOY when ye fall into various 
trials; knowing this, that the trying of your faith worketh patience.”
 And then James shows us the outcome of faithful endurance—
 “Blessed (or happy) is the man that endureth temptation (or 
trials): for when he is tried, he shall receive the crown of life, which 
the Lord hath promised them that love him.”
 But the continual watching without any visible sign of appro-
bation is a great trial; therefore Solomon says—
 “Hope deferred maketh the heart sick” (Prov. 13:12).
 This is painfully true, but we must not become discouraged and 
forget the reward set before us. No, we must keep the remainder 
of this verse before us, for Solomon continues—
 “. . . but when the desire cometh, it is a tree of life.”
 If, then, our watching involves our moral conduct, the subject 
of our conversations, our habits, our daily reading of God’s Word, 
and everything that relates to a faithful servant of Christ, what 
are we to understand by the words of Jesus—
 “Blessed is he that watcheth.”
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 “It was a cloud and darkness to the Egyptians, but it gave light 
by the night to Israel” (Ex. 14:20).
 How are we to explain this? It was a miracle, of course, for 
by it, God went before them to guide them on their way. It was 
therefore a means of leadership that was made necessary by the 
circumstances relating to the Exodus. Is it possible for us to find 
a counterpart in our own lives as we watch and meditate in the 
night watches? We believe it is. David says (Psa. 119:105)—“Thy 
Word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.” 
 In the Apocalypse 11:8, it speaks of a Great City, which spirit-
ually is called Sodom and Egypt. Bro. Thomas in Eureka, Vol. 2, 
page 650, says—
 “The Great City is also allegorically styled Egypt. It is the 
great House of Bondage in which a small remnant, The Israel of 
the Deity are sojourning and waiting for deliverance. Its super-
stition, its ignorance of Yahweh, its hardness of heart, its sorcery, 
its darkness that may be felt transcend the infamy of Pharaoh 
and his hosts.”
 Its doctrines have spread throughout all the earth, therefore 
gross darkness has covered the people. The only light available is 
the Word of God, and like the pillar of fire was to Israel, so to us 
it is a bright light, and means of leadership, BUT to all in earth 
styled Christendom it is a cloud and darkness.
 We become so accustomed to the things that surround us in our 
daily lives, it is just possible that we fail to recognize the sharp 
contrast between us and Christendom. The dividing line is there, 
and it will be clearly visible if we permit the Word of God to dwell 
in us richly. There are no half-way measures in the Truth. We are 
either living in the light, or stumbling in the darkness. Paul, in    
1 Thess. 5:4-9, speaking of the coming of the Lord Jesus, said—
 “But ye brethren, are not in darkness, that that day should 
overtake you as a thief.
 “Ye are all the children of light, and the children of the day: we 
are not of the night, nor of darkness.
 “Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch and be 
sober (or temperate).
 “We, who are of the day, should be vigilant, putting on the breast-
plate of faith and love; and for an helmet, the hope of salvation.”
 The Morning cometh, or as David said in Psa. 119:147—
 “I anticipated the dawning of the morning, and cried: I hoped 
in Thy word.”
 Paul speaks again in a similar turn of mind, in Rom. 13:12-14—
 “The night is far spent, the day is at hand: let us therefore cast 

off the works of darkness, and put on the armor of light.
 “Let us walk honestly (or becomingly) as in the day; not in rioting 
and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife 
and envying.
 “But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision 
for the flesh, to fulfill the lusts thereof.”
 This is not guesswork on the part of Paul. He speaks with 
authority, and this is one of the many messages he gives us, to 
show how we should walk and watch in the last hours of the 
night. Watching in the night requires a great effort, and Jesus was 
mindful to impress this upon the minds of the disciples, as he did 
in the garden of Gethsemane. Matthew says (26:40-41)—
 “He cometh unto the disciples, and findeth them asleep, and 
saith unto Peter, What, could ye not watch with me one hour?
 “Watch and pray, that ye enter not into temptation: the spirit 
indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak.”
 You will observe here one of the strong reasons why we should 
watch and pray—“that we enter not into temptation.” Jesus em-
phasized this thought in the Parable of the Sower—
 “They on the rock are they, who, when they hear, receive the word 
with joy; and these have no root, which for a while believe, and in 
time of temptation fall away” (Lk. 8:13).
 The idea presented in the word “temptation” signifies “to try or 
test in order to prove our faith and obedience.” Therefore James 
could say (1:2-3)—
 “My brethren, COUNT IT ALL JOY when ye fall into various 
trials; knowing this, that the trying of your faith worketh patience.”
 And then James shows us the outcome of faithful endurance—
 “Blessed (or happy) is the man that endureth temptation (or 
trials): for when he is tried, he shall receive the crown of life, which 
the Lord hath promised them that love him.”
 But the continual watching without any visible sign of appro-
bation is a great trial; therefore Solomon says—
 “Hope deferred maketh the heart sick” (Prov. 13:12).
 This is painfully true, but we must not become discouraged and 
forget the reward set before us. No, we must keep the remainder 
of this verse before us, for Solomon continues—
 “. . . but when the desire cometh, it is a tree of life.”
 If, then, our watching involves our moral conduct, the subject 
of our conversations, our habits, our daily reading of God’s Word, 
and everything that relates to a faithful servant of Christ, what 
are we to understand by the words of Jesus—
 “Blessed is he that watcheth.”
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 In the N.T. there are four words rendered “Blessed.” The two 
principal ones being “eulogeo” and “makarios.” “Eulogeo” means 
“To speak well of” and is used about 40 times, as in—
 “He lifted up his hands and blessed them.”
—that is, he spoke well of them (compare our word eulogize). 
“Makarios” means “happy or contented and joyous,” and is used 
about 44 times, especially by Jesus on the Mountain as in— 
 “Blessed are the poor in spirit.”
 “Blessed are the meek.”
 And in the case of our subject title—
 “Blessed is he that watcheth.”
 Or as Jesus said when speaking of his coming—
 “Blessed are those servants, whom the Lord when he cometh 
shall find watching.”
 It is a fact, well known to all of us, that if we truly walk in the 
Truth, we will suffer persecution in various forms. To begin walking 
in newness of life, we must separate ourselves from the social life 
of the world, and cast aside its pleasures. This, in itself marks us 
as being peculiar people, and our former friends no longer desire 
our company.
 We became social outcasts, and that is as it should be. For we 
cannot keep our garments unspotted, and at the same time lend 
ourselves to the world’s schemes and practices. If we try to see 
how close we can live to worldly ways, and think we can still walk 
in the Truth, we will discover that in a short time our love for the 
Truth will weaken, and we will become more and more attached 
to worldly affairs. Paul says—
 “I beseech (or entreat) you that you present your bodies a living 
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God” (Rom. 12:1).
 This is a wearisome and drawn-out form of suffering; it is a 
waiting for the morning to appear as we live in the midst of a 
crooked and perverse generation. To do this we must submit to a 
trial which is not joyous, but grievous.
 How, then, can we be blessed, or happy, while we watch? Can 
there be blessedness in this present life? Yes, it is possible. As one of 
the meanings of blessed is “contented,” what could better describe 
our position as we watch and wait for the morning to come? For 
that means that we have a habitual satisfaction or mental ease 
and quietude that nothing but the Truth can give. For says Paul 
in 1Tim. 6:6—
 “But godliness with contentment is great gain.”
 Peter gives beautiful expression to the present blessedness of 
those who watch and wait (1 Pet. 1:3-8)—

in what watch the thief would come, he would have watched, and 
would not have suffered his house to be broken up.”
 Taking this statement of Jesus out of its context, one might be 
puzzled regarding his purpose; but when we read the next verse, 
we soon realize that he means—
 “Therefore be ye also ready: for in such an hour as ye think not 
the Son of man cometh.” 
 “The Morning Cometh.” If, then, it is still future why did we 
refer to the appearance of Jesus as a morning to Israel? The an-
swer is because of his two advents. And this is what Israel could 
not understand. They thought the Kingdom was to appear imme-
diately after the arrival of their Messiah. The morning to which 
the prophets refer is the period when Jesus appears in power and 
great glory. David speaks of it in this manner—
 “He shall be as the light of the morning, when the sun riseth, 
even a morning without clouds” (2 Sam. 23:4).
 This agrees with the words of Jesus, in Rev. 22:16— “I am the 
bright and morning Star.”
 As this morning has not yet appeared, we are still living in the 
time of darkness, or night and, therefore, must still be watching, 
for watchers are only required at night. But what are we to watch 
for? Are we only to watch the signs of the times or are there other 
things that require our attention?
 It is our firm conviction, that we are expected to watch 
everything that relates to our lives as brethren and sisters of 
Christ. That means we must watch our speech, our general con-
duct, our habits, what we read and the kind of company we keep. 
If we watch all these things, we will not be too concerned about the 
Signs of the Times, though, of course keenly interested in them, 
for we will be prepared, and ready for the sunrise.
 If we stop and think for a moment, we will discover that the 
foundation of all these things rests upon the Word of God; for 
therein we will find instruction to guide us, no matter what our 
problem may be. David realized this, when he said—
 “Mine eyes prevent (that is anticipate) the night watches, that 
I might meditate in Thy Word” (Psa. 119:148).
 Night time is a period of sorrow and weeping. It was night when 
Jesus was betrayed. But David reminds us, in Psa. 30:5—
 “Weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning”
 You will recall that when Israel fled from Egypt, they were 
protected from the Egyptians at night by a pillar of fire that hov-
ered over the camp and gave them light. But there was something 
remarkable about this pillar of fire, for Moses says—
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 “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, which 
according to His abundant mercy hath begotten us again unto a 
lively hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, to 
an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth not 
away, reserved in heaven for us, who are kept by the power of God 
through faith unto salvation ready to be revealed in the last time.
 “Wherein ye GREATLY REJOICE, though now for a season, if 
need be, ye are in heaviness through manifold temptations:
 “That the trial of your faith, being much more precious than 
of gold that perisheth, though it be tried with fire, might be found 
unto praise and honor and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ:
 “Whom having not seen, ye love; in whom though now ye see him 
not, yet believing, ye REJOICE WITH JOY UNSPEAKABLE and 
full of glory: receiving the end of your faith, even your salvation.”
 But the present blessedness is limited. The greatest happiness 
lies in the future, as it did with Jesus. Isaiah, speaking propheti-
cally of Jesus, said—
 “He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and 
acquainted with grief.
 “He was wounded (or tormented) for our transgressions, he was 
bruised for our iniquities.
 “He was oppressed and he was afflicted” (Isa. 53:3-7).
  And much more could be added to this list. Then, too, think 
how he must have suffered mentally as he listened to the leaders 
of the people when they tried to entangle him in his talk.
 How could Jesus suffer so? How was he able to endure such 
trials, even unto the most awful death he experienced? Paul tells 
us that it was—
 “. . . for the JOY that was set before him, he endured the cross, 
and despised the shame” (Heb. 12.2).
 This statement of the apostle is in complete agreement with 
what Jesus said to the disciples on the road to Emmaus—
 “Ought not Christ to have suffered these things, and to enter 
into his glory?” (Lk. 24:26).
 That is the principle on which God operates. For, says Paul—
 “IF we suffer we shall also reign with him.” 
 And again in Rom. 8:16-18, Paul says—
 “We are the children of God: and if children, then heirs; heirs 
of God, and joint-heirs with Christ; IF SO BE that we suffer with 
him.”
 Now this cannot be ordinary suffering, for millions of people 
suffer who know not God, or have anything to do with His beloved 
Son Jesus. Peter, in 1:4:12-13 says—

Gentiles, and the glory of Thy people.”
 Another night, of an entirely different character, that had a pro-
digious influence on the nation of Israel, was the night in which the 
Passover was instituted, and all the firstborn in the land of Egypt 
died. They were to eat the Passover lamb early in the evening, and 
make all preparations to hurry off on a journey, for they were to 
be thrust out of Egypt with great haste.
 This was a literal institution which resulted in the freedom of 
Israel from Egyptian bondage. But it represented more than just 
that. It was both literal and figurative, and pointed forward to su-
preme events which were to be connected with later generations of 
Israel. The period to which we refer is, of course, the one in which 
Jesus appeared. John says (1:11)—
 “He came unto his own, and his own received him not.”
 The day that followed was a short one for Israel. They rejected 
the heir and killed him, and cast him out of the vineyard. In a few 
short years, the Romans came and destroyed their city. The people 
fell by the sword in thousands, and the remainder were led away 
captive into all nations.
 Darkness fell upon Israel—a darkness that could be felt, and one 
that has remained to this day. In the meantime, God has granted 
to the Gentiles, repentance unto life, and Paul was appointed their 
special apostle, as he has said, in Rom. 11:13—
 “For I speak to you Gentiles, inasmuch as I am the apostle of the 
Gentiles, I magnify mine office.”
 To the Ephesians, he speaks of the mystery of Christ, saying—
“Which in other ages was not made known unto the sons of men, as 
it is now revealed unto His holy apostles, and prophets by the Spirit; 
that the Gentiles should be fellowheirs, and of the same body, and 
partakers of his promise in Christ by the Gospel” (3:5-6).
 As they are not all Israel, which are of Israel: so all Gentiles 
are not fellow-heirs, but those only who should come within the 
conditions in the belief and obedience of the Gospel. What God has 
done for the Gentiles is well expressed by Peter—
 “God hath visited the Gentiles to take out of them a people for 
His Name” (Acts 15:14).
 And that is why we are here today. Before our entry into Christ 
through our belief and obedience of the Gospel we were ‘‘without 
hope”; we were “strangers and foreigners,” BUT NOW we have 
been brought near to God by the blood of Jesus. However, we are 
still surrounded by darkness, for the morning has not come, and, 
therefore, it is our duty to WATCH. For, said Jesus (Matt. 24:43)—
 “But know this, that if the goodman of the house had known 



 “Beloved, think it not strange concerning the fiery trial which 
is to try you, as though some strange thing happened unto you:
 “But rejoice, inasmuch as ye are partakers of Christ’s sufferings; 
that, when his glory shall be revealed, ye may be glad also with 
exceeding joy.”
 One of the great lessons we learn from our association with 
the things of the Truth, is that when we enter the body of Christ 
through our belief and obedience of the Gospel, we discover that 
the world by which we are surrounded, is an evil one.
 As we begin our walk in newness of life, we soon feel the pull of 
the association of worldly affairs, and a sense of loneliness comes 
upon us, and we realize that we are a pilgrim in the midst of it. 
The Gentile night depresses, and we long for the morning to come. 
It makes us think of Jacob after he had passed over Jordan, and 
lodged there that night.
 After his family had passed over the ford Jabbok, Jacob was left 
alone. What loneliness must have fallen upon him, as he watched 
through the night! Suddenly, a stranger appears, and the oppres-
sive loneliness gives way to an anxious fear, as Jacob grapples with 
him. There in the darkness of the lonely night, Jacob struggles 
with this unknown man until the ascending of the morning.
 The long weary night of struggling was over, and the dawn of 
the morning brought joy as Jacob’s name was changed to Israel. 
He had wrestled and prevailed.
 Our position is somewhat analogous. The night is long, and 
sometimes our loneliness gives way to fear as we struggle against 
what appears to be overwhelming odds. But we are reminded by 
Paul—
 “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against princi-
palities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this 
world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
 “Wherefore take unto you the whole armor of God, that ye may 
be able to withstand in the evil day, and having overcome all, to 
stand” (Eph. 6:12-13).  (To be continued, God willing)
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 However, as the symbolic obtains its basis from the literal, it 
will be well for us to look briefly at certain examples of the literal 
that we may strengthen our knowledge of the symbolical.
 The first to attract our attention is the great night or period of 
darkness that preceded God’s creative work. It is stated that:
 “The earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon 
the face of the deep” (Gen. 1:2). 
 Everything was covered with water so that the earth became 
void, or empty, and no living creature could be found. This intense 
darkness prevailed until God formed the light which dispelled the 
darkness, and brought the day. The time between the darkness, 
and the day constituted the morning, and so we read in Gen. 
1:15—“The evening and the morning were the first day.”
 There are numerous places where darkness is used figuratively, 
but in Isaiah 60:2, we have an impressive one—
 “The darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the 
people.”
 Here is a darkness both deep and widespread, and was to 
remain until it should be dispelled by a light of great brilliance. 
The prophet Micah explains the nature of this darkness—
 “Therefore night shall be unto you, that ye shall not have a 
vision; and it shall be dark unto you, that ye shall not divine; And 
the sun shall go down over the prophets, and the day shall be dark 
over them” (Mic. 3:6).
 Malachi was the last of the prophets, and for 400 years the 
people stumbled in the darkness when there was no answer from 
God. But a morning was to come to Israel when the glory of the 
Lord should rise upon them. It did come and shone forth as the 
glory of the sun. Matthew tells us that—
 “The people which sat in darkness saw great light; and to them 
which sat in the region and shadow of death light is sprung up” 
(Matt. 4:16).
 This was a morning indeed; but how few had watched and 
waited during the long night. Most of them were too busy with 
their merchandising, and seeking after the pleasure of this life. 
Therefore, the morning interfered with their plans.
 Among the few that waited was one named Simeon, and Luke 
tells us “that he was just and devout, waiting for the consolation 
of Israel.” And when he came into the temple, he took up the child 
Jesus in his arms and said (Lk. 2:29-32)—
 “Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in peace, according 
to Thy word: For mine eyes have seen Thy salvation, which Thou 
hast prepared before the face of all people; A light to lighten the 

Current Events Fulfilling Prophecy
 “And the word of the LORD came unto me, saying, Son of 
man, set thy face against Gog, the land of Magog, the chief 
prince of Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy against him, And 
say, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I am against thee, O 
Gog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal: And I will turn 
thee back, and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will bring thee 
forth, and all thine army, horses and horsemen, all of them 
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in love.”—This is love’s greatest beauty and blessing. 
 Only God can bestow this glorious freedom from all fear and He 
will bestow it upon those, and those alone, who dedicate their lives 
to the love of Him and of their brethren.
 “We love, because he first loved us” (v. 19).
 All love must grow from the ever expanding realization of the 
glory of the infinite love of God—God’s desire to draw near and to 
bestow good.
 “If a man say, I love God: and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for 
he that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love 
God whom he hath not seen?” (v. 20).
 What is the point? Why cannot we love God if we do not love 
men?
 When we understand this, we understand the nature of true 
spiritual love. That love does not go out in limited beams, there is 
nothing limited about it—it is a universal irradiation. It is not a 
limited attribute—it must be the whole fibre of our character. If our 
love is not shining upon and blessing all who are close to us—all 
with whom we come in contact, how do we expect it to be real and 
strong enough to reach God?
 Furthermore, we have no direct contact with God. We can only 
manifest our professed love for Him by obedience to Him in relation 
to things that are close to us.
 “And this is the commandment we have from Him, that He who 
loveth God, love his brother also” (v. 21).
 By this, then, we shall stand or fall in the great day of judgment 
by the extent to which we comprehend and manifest the beauty of 
divine love toward all, in all our daily relationships, and especially 
our ecclesial relationships.
 If we are too small and selfish and touchy and self-centered to 
love all our brethren according to the divine pattern, we are of no 
use in the great, eternal purpose of God. For God IS love.

The Morning Cometh
“He shall be as the light of the morning when the sun riseth,

even a morning without clouds” (2 Sam. 23:4).
By BROTHER G.A. GIBSON

 The phrase “The Morning Cometh” indicates a period of time 
relating to night, or darkness, that has almost elapsed, and day-
light is about to appear. It can be applied in either the literal, or 
figurative sense. It will be evident to all that our subject relates 
to the period in a figurative, or symbolic bearing.

clothed with all sorts of armour, even a great company with 
bucklers and shields, all of them handling swords: Persia, 
Ethiopia, and Libya with them; all of them with shield and 
helmet: Gomer, and all his bands; the house of Togarmah of 
the north quarters, and all his bands: and many people with 
thee . . . After many days thou shalt be visited: in the latter 
years thou shalt come . . . against the mountains of Israel” 
(Eze. 38:1-8).
 This picture of a massive pan-Eurasian-African army head-
ed by Russia looms ever larger in our view as we find ourselves 
moving headlong into the “latter years” of God’s purpose with 
the nations. The Russian bear has its four limbs reaching 
in every direction now—north (Arctic), south (Kazakhstan, 
Georgia, Iran, Iraq, Syria), east (the Bering Sea), and west (the 
Baltics, Finland, etc.). Massive undertakings by Putin’s Russia 
go nearly without notice in the face of so many geopolitical 
initiatives. Note, for example—
RUSSIAN ENTERPRISES
 At a meeting of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the head of 
Russian Railways, Vladimir Yakunin, put forth a bold plan for a 
massive trans-Siberian highway.
 This superhighway project, called the Trans-Eurasian Belt 
Development, includes a major roadway to be built alongside the 
existing Trans-Siberian Railway. And alongside that, the plans 
include expansive energy infrastructure involving another rail-
way, oil and gas pipelines, as well as electricity and water supply 
facilities.
 The Russian superhighway would link up with Europe’s exist-
ing roadway system in the west—a logical plan.
 The audacious part of this scheme is the Russians’ proposal 
to build a connection across the Bering Sea between Russia’s 
Chukotka region and Alaska!
 Russia did build the original Trans-Siberian Railway at a time 
when many thought it was an impossible task.
 The state of Russia’s economy is another motivation for the 
superhighway—any massive infrastructure project is sure to put 
many of its citizens back to work.
 And of course, energy is the main driver of Russia’s economy. 
Sales of oil, petroleum products, and natural gas accounted for 68% 
of the country’s total export revenue in 2013. The infrastructure 
proposed to go alongside the highway will boost sales. Siberia 
is an area that’s quite rich in all sorts of natural resources. Any 
infrastructure development there will help Russia exploit the 
riches held there—Wall St. Daily, 4/15.
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bring blessing wherever it flows.
 “There  is no fear in love, but perfect love casteth out fear, because 
fear hath torment” (v. 18).
 “He that feareth is not made perfect in love.”
 “Perfect love casteth out fear.” Surely this is the deepest and most 
beautiful statement in all Scripture!
 The world lives in fear. Its whole framework is based on mutual 
fear. It has always been so, but especially today. The special mark 
of the last days is—
 “All men’s hearts failing for fear.”
 There exist today the two greatest human powers that the world 
has ever seen, and they live in mortal fear of each other.
 But fear goes deeper than international problems.  Fear is at the 
root of all human life, and much of man’s efforts and contrivance is 
motivated by it.
 Fear is a terrible, destroying thing. It is a weakness of the flesh 
that robs us of so much comfort and joy. How often the Scriptures 
remind us that all is in the all-powerful hand of God, and exhorts 
us to “Fear Not!”—
 “Fear not, Abram.”
 “Hagar, fear not!”
 “Moses said unto the people, Fear not!” (Ex. 20:20).
 “Fear not, neither be discouraged” (Deut. 1:21).
 “God will not fail thee; fear not, neither be dismayed” (Deut. 31:8).
 And so the endless chain of divine assurance could be extended 
throughout the Scriptures. Twelve times we find these words in 
Isaiah alone, as in chapter 43, verse 5—
 “Fear not, for I am with thee!”
 The Psalms express the confidence of the godly man—
 “I will fear no evil, for Thou art with me” (23:4).
 “God is our Refuge and Strength, a very present Help in trouble. 
Therefore will not we fear though the earth be removed” (46:1-2).
 And so throughout the New Testament also: “Fear not, Joseph,” 
“Fear not, Mary,” “Fear not, Simon,” “Fear not, Paul.” And the first 
words of the Son of Man similitude to John were (Rev. 1:17), “Fear 
not.”
 The Scriptures go right to the heart of the problem in declaring 
that the sacrifice of Jesus was to—
 “Deliver them who through fear of death were all their lifetime 
subject to bondage”
 —the bondage and sorrow in which the creation groans.
 Sin and death are the root of all fear. But—
“Perfect love casteth out all fear. He that feareth is not made perfect 

 A map of the proposed highway has it located just to the 
north of Kazakhstan—in the area of Tobolsk—the “Tubal” of 
Ezekiel 38. Certainly such a highway and energy infrastructure 
through the area would elevate this town of ancient prophecy 
into prominence—representing Siberia and all the natural 
wealth that would enable Russia to carry on a massive war in 
multiple directions. 
 So much for economic sanctions. 
 And note the proximity to Alaska, and the nearness to the 
North American continent. Wouldn’t it be something if Russia 
had the means to position significant and far-reaching weap-
onry not only close to Europe, but also close to Canada and 
the U.S., in order to keep those nations in fear should it come 
to war? Along with soldiers who are acclimatized to the harsh 
realities of the far north via Arctic exercises.
WAR PREPARATIONS
 Russia’s ongoing campaign to reinvigorate its armed forces 
has included the addition of new weapon systems and the refur-
bishment and upgrade of Cold War relics. Now it appears that 
armored trains, once a mainstay of Russian combat logistics, have 
been brought out of mothballs and thrust into drills. It is the first 
time these trains, named Baikal and Amur, have participated in 
exercises in a decade and a half.
 The configuration of Russia’s armored trains can vary, but 
they are capable of carrying tanks and APCs, and usually have 
platforms and armored cars that carry anti-aircraft guns and ar-
tillery. Armor-clad troop cars are also a standard feature, and the 
locomotives are substantially hardened against kinetic attacks. 
In any form, they look intimidating.
 It all sounds very World War II. But there is something to the 
concept as the rails remain Russia’s most critical military logis-
tical conduit. Moscow’s ability to rapidly morph its force posture 
along its western border, often using trains to do so, has even 
been identified by NATO leaders as an impressive and downright 
frightening capability.
 Russia obviously has some reason to put these trains back into 
service.
 These armored trains are not the only way Russia is weaponiz-
ing the rails. The Kremlin is working to bring back rail-deployed 
intercontinental ballistic missiles. 
 These new nuke trains will tote around RS-24 Yars ICBMs, 
Russia’s most capable and modern operational weapon of mass 
devastation. Like their ground-mobile ICBMs cousins, these trains 
will roam the Russian countryside, although in an ever more    
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 “GOD IS LOVE.”—Here he reaches the heart of his subject. God 
is not just loving, but He is LOVE ITSELF—That is His essential 
nature and personality. As we shape ourselves to this divine ideal 
of love, we make ourselves one with God—we conform ourselves to, 
and lay hold on, eternity.
 “Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us, and 
sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins” (v. 10).
 Love does not originate with us. It was not in return for our love 
that God sent His Son. All the love originated with Him, while we 
were yet loveless sinners.
 He did not wait till we were lovable before He put His redeeming 
love into action on our behalf. Nor does He withdraw the offer and 
manifestation of His love because we continually fail and disappoint 
Him in our reciprocation of it. This gives force to the exhortation 
that follows (v. 11)—
 “Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought also to love one another.”
 Love is needed most where it is at first undeserved and appre-
ciated least. God set His infinite love in motion toward the ungodly 
in order to create and kindle love in them. If, then, we are to follow 
God’s example and be God’s children we can never justify not loving 
by the fact that the recipient is not lovable, for that is all the more 
reason for giving him our love.
 “No man hath seen God at any time. If we love one another, God 
dwelleth in us, and His love is perfected in us” (v. 12).
 Here is a powerful promise and incentive indeed! We cannot see 
God. He is unapproachable. But if we love one another, God dwells 
in us. He will draw near. He will make His comfort and His presence 
felt. He will work in us to will and to do of His good pleasure, and 
He will perfect His love in us, so that we are one with Him.
 Again the apostle repeats the glorious revelation and promise 
(v. 16)—
 “God is love, and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and 
God  in him.”
 Love is the meeting place, the sphere of communion and com-
munication.
 “Herein” (that is, in this way, through this divine bond)—“is our 
love made perfect, that we may have boldness (that is confidence, 
assurance, freedom from fear)—in the day of judgment, because as 
He is, so are we in this world” (v. 17).
 Are we, by this oneness of love, as He is in this world?—for that 
alone can be the ground of confidence.
 He has shown us clearly what HE is—God is LOVE—infinite 
love—an endless, inexhaustible fountain of love, seeking to 

inconspicuous manner—TheDrive, 8/16.
 Russia’s drive to re-arm itself and to train its personnel in 
combat-readiness is extraordinary, so much so that it is hard 
to keep track of it all. It doesn’t help, of course, when Russia 
continues its patter of lies and deception that keeps the West 
continually off guard—
 Officials initially announced that the number of troops taking 
part in [the September 5–10 Kavkaz 2016 military exercise] was 
12,500, but this turned out to be a typical Russian disguise. As 
the massive exercise wound up, the number two in command of 
the Russian military, the chief of the General Staff and first dep-
uty defense minister, Army-General Valery Gerasimov, suddenly 
announced the true number of men involved to be 120,000.
 Some 480 metric tons of live munitions were used up during 
Kavkaz-2016, together with 35,000 tons of fuel.
 The Russian air force was massively deployed in Kavkaz 2016, 
with some “100 to 120 airplanes in the air simultaneously.” The 
jets and anti-aircraft units trained to refute a massive enemy 
air and cruise missile assault. Gerasimov also boasted the Black 
Sea Fleet has the capacity to destroy its potential enemy before 
it leaves port “or in the Bosporus—we have targeting reconnais-
sance capabilities with a range of 500 kilometers and land-based 
Bastion anti-ship missiles with a range of 350 km in addition to 
submarines with [long-range] Kalibr cruise missiles, naval attack 
jets, strategic bombers with cruise missiles, and more.” According 
to Gerasimov, “The enemy will never get close.”
 The present Russian military is earnestly preparing to fight a 
major ground war without a massive mobilization of reservists, 
using only the standing Armed Forces.
 Front-line combat units—the so-called battalion tactical groups 
(BTG)—will be primarily manned by contract soldiers to increase 
their battle readiness. According to Gerasimov, the Russian army 
together with the marine corps and airborne troops have 66 
standing BTGs—reinforced mechanized battalions with additional 
armor (tanks), heavy guns, other artillery and multiple-launch 
rocket systems (MLRS). A BTG can be from 600 to 900 men strong. 
 Gerasimov announced that in the coming several months the 
number of BTGs in the Russian military will be increased almost 
50%, to 96—“to have two BTGs in every brigade or regiment.” 
 Next year comes a further increase of BTGs—to 115, and in 
early 2018—[a further increase] to 125 BTGs.
 Last July, NATO decided to deploy 4[!] joint allied BTGs in 
the Baltic republics and in Poland to counter the Russian threat. 
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Moscow is replying by fielding almost a hundred BTGs. If Ger-
asimov’s comments can be taken at face value, by next January 
Moscow will have the capability to fight a major regional ground 
war at less than a weeks’ notice with a force of 150,000–200,000 
men.
 Kavkaz 2016 could have been an exercise to prepare for the 
eventuality the West may intervene to save Ukraine by sending 
naval and air forces to the Black Sea region—to be met and 
deterred by the Russian Air Force and the Black Sea Fleet. On 
September 9, as the Kavkaz exercise was coming to a close, the 
Russian military test-fired a modernized Topol intercontinental 
ballistic missile (ICBM). Gerasimov refused to deny or confirm the 
ICBM launch was part of a possible nuclear escalation scenario 
being rehearsed during Kavkaz 2016—Jamestown, 9/16.
THE WEST UNPREPARED
 All through this, NATO is increasingly finding itself woe-
fully unprepared for the strategic and tactical implications 
of this massive military mobilization—
 A new arena of competition is opening between Russia and 
NATO in the North Atlantic. In the Baltic, Black Sea, Ukraine, 
and even the Middle East, Russia’s geopolitical ambitions have 
upended all semblance of post-Cold War rapprochement between 
the two historic adversaries. 
 NATO has built up its military presence along its Eastern flank 
and revamped its deterrent posture in response. But in its rush 
to fortify these fronts, it risks overlooking a newly vulnerable 
Cold War chokepoint known as the GIUK gap.
 The GIUK gap denotes the maritime line between Greenland, 
Iceland, and the United Kingdom that served as a defensive 
perimeter for NATO during the Cold War. In the event of a war 
in Europe, the Soviet Union would have to breach the line to cut 
the United States and Canada off from their European allies. 
Since the Soviet threat faded into history, NATO’s focus and 
presence in the North Atlantic has slipped. 
 The GIUK gap is still the only point through which Russia can 
project power into the Atlantic Ocean and Europe’s [shoreline]. 
It remains the gateway to the Atlantic Ocean for Russia’s largest 
and most strategically important fleet, the Northern Fleet.
 Russian warplanes and submarines have skirted or violated 
the airspace and waters of the Baltic States, United Kingdom, 
Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, and vital NATO partners 
Finland and Sweden. These [excursions] have exposed embar-
rassing gaps in NATO members’ defenses.

Pacific, and thence to South America, where England has several 
dependencies, or North America (Canada). “A land shadowing with 
wings” is the only fitting description of a country as Britain is in 
these latter days. (To be continued, God willing)

The Bond Of Perfectness
By BRO. G. V. GROWCOTT

(Continued)
 We turn again to John’s epistle, and read again the words at 
which we left it (3:18)—
 “My little children, let us not love in word, neither in tongue, but 
in deed and in truth.”
 And he continues—
 “And hereby by this we know that we are of the Truth, and shall 
assure our hearts before him.”
--that is, IF we are living and rejoicing in this divine love which the 
apostle has so beautifully described.
 John goes on—
 “For if our heart condemn us, God is greater than our heart, and 
knoweth all things.”
 Do our hearts condemn us as we measure ourselves by this one 
and only way of life?
 “And this is His commandment, That we should believe on the 
Name of His Son Jesus Christ, and love one another, as He gave us 
commandment” (v. 23).
 Nearly twenty times in this epistle this same command is em-
phasized that we MUST love one another. It is the key and theme 
of the whole epistle.

*          *          *
 After warning against false teachers in the early part of chapter 
4, he returns to the same theme (v. 7)—
 “Beloved, let us love one another: for love is of God: and everyone 
that loveth is born of God, and knoweth God.”
 When we consider all that is involved in the love of which he 
speaks, we can well realize that we must be born of God to be able 
to manifest it, and that to achieve this love is truly to know God. 
And it further follows (v. 8)—
 “He that loveth not knoweth not God, for God is love.”
 Now Jesus said that to know God is life eternal, so the implication 
is clear that the achievement of this love of which Paul speaks is a 
necessary step to obtain eternal life.
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arrangement for resuming conversation with Mr. Check naturally 
fell through.
 We had been told that Aden swarmed with sharks—large ones 
too, and real man-eaters—epicurean sharks which, having once 
tasted the sweetness of human flesh, would not look at anything 
else. Under this idea, a line had been got ready to fish for sharks, 
while the steamer should wait at Aden. We expected to see at 
least 50 swimming round the vessel when she should anchor, for 
so we were told, and we also expected that we should catch so 
many that it would be a question what we should do with them. 
The first thing would be to shoot them through the head, so as to 
deprive them of their dangerous power while struggling on deck 
after being hauled aboard.
 But as the famous recipe says, “First catch your hare.” The line 
was duly cast when we came to anchor within half-a-mile of the 
shore. We watched with great interest for the first ten minutes or 
quarter-of-an-hour. But never a bite had we, or saw the least ap-
pearance in the water that we could construe into the shadow of a 
shark.
 Then canoes of natives with articles to sell began to surround 
the vessel, and kept up such an incessant auctioneer’s jabber that 
all attention was drawn off from the shark line—which was left 
to itself. For an hour-and-an-half the line hung listless overboard. 
Then it was pulled in, and it was found that the bait had been nib-
bled at, and that the fang of the hook was exposed, which rendered 
shark-catching out of the question.
 The bait was mended, and the line thrown over again. In a few 
minutes it was pulled up again, when a shark was seen about 50 
feet off taking a sly glance at the bait with a twist of its body in the 
right direction. This rekindled hope, but nothing more came of it. 
When we sailed about 6 p.m., the line was pulled up. I have often 
noticed that things told you turn out only about a twentieth part 
true, and less.
 Aden is outside the south entrance to the Red Sea, about 50 miles 
to the left as we sail east, on the South Arabian coast. It is about the 
dreariest spot of sterile rock and mountain that can be imagined; 
but it has a good harbour which gives it its value to England. It 
forms a useful coaling and military station to a power having such 
extensive dependencies in the Indian Ocean.
 It is one of a series of connecting links with the mother country: 
England to Gibraltar, Gibraltar to Malta, Malta to Cyprus, Cyprus 
to the Suez Canal, the Suez Canal to Perim (in the Red Sea), Pe-
rim to Aden, Aden to Bombay. From India to Australia is an easy 
stretch in continuation. Then eastwards to the FijI Islands in the 

 Vital global undersea communications cables also run along 
the ocean floor in the North Atlantic near the GIUK gap, carrying 
nearly all global internet traffic. Russian submarines have skirted 
uncomfortably close to the cables in the past in the absence of a 
U.S. or NATO presence, prompting concerns that the cables would 
be cut if tensions between Russia and the West worsened over 
Ukraine, the Baltic States, Syria, or somewhere else. 
 Through long-range anti-ship and anti-air systems onboard 
submarines, Russia can create zones in the North Atlantic where 
NATO planes and ships cannot operate without fear of being shot 
down or sunk. With a strong enough force in the North Atlantic, 
Russia could, in effect, cut off North America from Europe—
Foreign Affairs, 9/16. 
 In all of this, we begin to perceive how it will fall to Britain 
to take the lead role to raise the futile protest, “Sheba, and 
Dedan, and the merchants of Tarshish, with all the young lions 
thereof, shall say unto thee, Art thou come to take a spoil? 
hast thou gathered thy company to take a prey? to carry away 
silver and gold, to take away cattle and goods, to take a great 
spoil?” (Eze 38:13). The Russian bear will snort in derision, 
and extend its claws into the mountains of Israel in a show 
of overwhelming force (v. 16).
 And what about Europe? Dr. Thomas said—
 ‘I have no doubt that the following paraphrase will pres-
ent the reader with the true import of the exordium to the 
prophecy of Ezekiel concerning Gogue. “Son of Man, set thy 
face against Gogue, the Emperor of Germany, Hungary, etc., 
and Autocrat of Russia, Moscovy, and Tobolskoi, and proph-
esy against him, and say, Thus saith the Lord God: Behold I 
am against thee, O Gogue, Autocrat of Russia, Moscovy, and 
Tobolskoi: and I will turn thee about, and put a bit into thy 
jaws, and I will bring thee forth from the north parts, and all 
thine army, horses, and horsemen, all of them accoutred with 
all sorts of armour, even a great company with bucklers and 
shields, all of them handling swords: among whom shall be 
Persians, Ethiopians, and Libyans,; all of them with shields 
and helmet: French and Italians, etc.; Circassians, Cossacks, 
and the Tartar hordes of Usbeck, etc.: and many people not 
particularly named besides. Be thou prepared; prepare thy-
self, thou, and all thy company that are assembled unto thee; 
and be thou Imperial Chief to them.” ’ (Elpis Israel, p. 432).
 Here we have more current names for the old territories 
mentioned by Ezekiel. Europe figures prominently in the 
prophecy, along with Persia. Babylon—Iraq—is also implied 
as the territorial head of gold that will complete the symbol 
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of Nebuchadnezzar’s Image standing upon its feet.
 In connection with this, Dr. Thomas also mentions—
 ‘The war will be bloody, and his hosts like a cloud to cover 
the land. Having over-run Syria and Persia, he will invade 
Egypt, Libya, and Ethiopia. For it is written, “He shall stretch 
forth his hand also upon the countries: and the land of Egypt 
shall not escape. But he shall have power over the treasures 
of gold, and of silver, and over all the precious things of Egypt; 
and the Libyans and Ethiopians shall be at his steps’ (Elpis 
Israel, p. 420).  
 So here we add Syria and Egypt to the mix.
 Let’s see how Russia is doing in relation to these soon-to-be- 
subjugated countries—
RUSSIA IN PERSIA
 In a surprising move in late August, Iran allowed the Russian 
Air Force to fly from the Shahid Nojeh Air Base in central Iran 
to conduct bombing operations in Syrian territories. This was no 
trivial decision; it runs counter to a foundational principle of revo-
lutionary Iran’s foreign policy. Since 1979, Iran has safeguarded its 
sovereignty through the principle of “No East, No West,” a popular 
motto engraved on the colorful tiles of the entrance to the Foreign 
Ministry building in Tehran. Accordingly, for 37 years, Iran has 
not allowed any foreign power access to its military bases. 
 So why now? 
 The decision is symbolic of the deepening political and military 
ties between Iran and Russia. The two countries’ collaboration in 
Syria is in fact the most significant military engagement Iran has 
had with any foreign country since 1979.
 For now, the two countries are strategically cooperating, the 
official line goes, mainly to save Syria from terrorists who are 
also threatening both homelands. But the reality is much more 
complex.
 Iranians hold a deeply rooted historical mistrust of Russia. No 
country has forcefully snatched more territory from Iran in recent 
centuries. After World War II, the Red Army, unlike British and 
American troops, refused to leave Iran, and established two short-
lived puppet republics in Azerbaijan and Kurdistan provinces. 
Only thanks to American diplomatic pressure between 1946 and 
1947 did the occupying army leave. 
 After 1991, the West devised different strategies, including the 
expansion of NATO, to contain Russia. Russian President Putin, 
meanwhile, has never stopped trying to remake Russia into a 
global power. A necessary step is Russia’s reentry into the Middle 
East. And just as Peter the Great dreamed of using the territory 

breeze: changed colour of the water betokening approach to land, 
and a strong odour of sea-coast, which is absent when we are out 
in the deep ocean.
 It was anticipated we should reach Aden about mid-day. I made 
the most of the pleasant morning by writing for the December 
Christadelphian in the saloon. A lady who had distinguished 
herself for her tireless loquacity, sat near me, pouring out an 
unbroken stream of the merest commonplaces into the attentive 
ear of one of the men who had not yet learnt that it was danger-
ous to turn on the tap. It had been going on for at least two hours 
(during our Bible reading, and now during my writing). Writing 
was becoming very painful—the more especially as I was writing 
on a topic requiring great abstraction (“Law of Moses”).
 There was no reason why the lady should sit so near me, as 
there was nobody else in the saloon, and plenty of room at the 
empty tables on the other side. If the width of the saloon were 
between us, I felt I should not be distracted by her talk. So I made 
bold in the politest manner to ask if it would be all the same if she 
shifted to the other side of the saloon, as I was writing (which she 
knew). She consented at once, but not with cordial alacrity.
 Presently, she disappeared, and down came Eglon and two boon 
companions, and took up their seats near me, where the lady had 
been, and talked volubly together. This Eglon was the phenom-
enal tub of a man spoken of at the beginning of the voyage—the 
most gross and unmannerly and boorish human being, without 
exception, I ever say—with just enough education to save him from 
being quite a pig. Among other remarks he said, “There’s nothing 
vexes me more than to have anybody talking near me when I am 
writing. It irritates me. I cannot do it.” I stopped for a moment to 
get the thread of my thoughts with an effort. He remarked, “See, 
that gentleman cannot write,” and on he went with the most un-
mannerly talk, of which I took no notice.
 I was afterwards informed that the lady had gone upstairs and 
complained to Eglon that I had asked her to move because I was 
writing—where upon he, with a wink to his companions, went 
downstairs to continue the nuisance.
 A colonial passenger who had suffered from the same cause 
suggested to sister Roberts that I should complain to the captain. 
“No,” said sister Roberts, “Mr. Roberts is a man of peace in personal 
things, and bears things rather than fight.” By persevering and 
showing no sign of distress, I tired out Eglon and his companions, 
and was enabled to finish my writing in peace.
 After lunch we found ourselves close in shore at Aden. The 
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unpronounceable way, and arranged that we should meet at 3:30 
on deck after tea. When the time came, a number of others had 
heard and gathered round, and ultimately, all that were on the 
after deck were listeners. They could not well help being, for the 
colloquy at last waxed rather lively.
  Mr. Kruger took the chair, and in two words called on Mr. Check 
to proceed. Mr. Check said he had not come to debate, but he thought 
I was wrong.
 The Chairman: “He thinks you are wrong about the Kingdom.” 
“Well,” said I, “it is a question of what the Bible teaches.”
 Mr. Check had of course noticed in his Bible readings the fre-
quent occurrence of the phrase “The Kingdom of God,” in connection 
with the gospel as preached by Christ. Yes. What did he understand 
by it? The state of eternal glory into which the righteous went when 
they died.
 I said how could men go anywhere when they were dead? Not 
the body, but the soul could go. You believe man has an immortal 
soul? Yes. Can you cite a passage from any part of Scripture that 
affirms that to be the case?
 Oh yes: the Bible is full of it. If so, it would be easy to produce 
one passage. One would satisfy me. He thought for a while, and 
then quoted Genesis 2:7: “Man became a living soul.”
 Readers of the Christadelphian know so well the line of ar-
gument that would follow on this, that it is unnecessary for me 
to report it. Suffice it to say that Mr. Check, beaten out of every 
stronghold, took refuge in generalities about Greek and Hebrew, 
and the unreliability of the English translation. I got him to admit 
that he could not make out his case from the English Bible; and I 
contented myself with denying that he could make it out from any 
other, and undertook, if he attempted it, to answer him. 
 At the close, it was agreed that next day we should resume on 
the subject of the Kingdom. It was also requested that I should give 
a lecture, as the audience were not able to follow the intricacies of 
a closely-reasoned colloquial argument. I may comply later on.
 Meanwhile we have at last roused the company from the torpor 
into which they were sinking. After the meeting, they stood about in 
debating groups. It is better they should be excited about something 
serious than that they should spend time and energy on inanities.

*         *          *
 FRIDAY, August 20, 1897—A wretched night with the heat—
much perspiration and little sleep. But when the morning came, 
we were through the Red Sea, and the thermometer had fallen 8 
degrees. All on board quickly revived. The Arabian coast was vis-
ible on our left: sea smooth: a thin cloud veil on the sky: pleasant 

to access to the warm waters of the Persian Gulf and beyond, 
his successors now see Iran as a safe bridge for reentering the 
Middle East.
 Shortly after the landmark nuclear deal between Iran and 
six global powers, Putin met with Iranian Supreme Leader Ali 
Khamenei in Tehran in January 2016 and gave him a rare and 
old copy of the Koran. The two countries have pledged to substan-
tially deepen their economic and military ties in the post nuclear 
deal era.
 The political order that the British and French established in 
the Middle East after WWI is collapsing. Iran sees the battle over 
the future of Syria as a decisive factor in the shaping of the new 
order. Convinced that Washington is unlikely to support Iran’s 
regional priorities, the country sees cooperation with Russia as 
an effective way to strengthen its hand in the region.
 Tehran has welcomed and encouraged Russian military inter-
vention in Syria, recognizing that without it Assad’s chances of 
survival would have been rather low. After all, Assad’s opponents 
are supported by Qatar, Saudi Arabia [areas pertaining to Seba 
and Dedan], Turkey, and the United States.
 For Washington, Iran’s decision to grant Russia access to its 
airbase should be a wake-up call—Foreign Affairs, 8/16.
RUSSIA IN BABYLON
 This development has, in turn, put ancient Babylon within 
Russian grasp—
 We reported on photos and reports emerging out of Iran 
depicting Russian Tu-22M3 Backfire bombers and IL-76 tank-
er-transports descending onto Hameden Air Base, in the western 
expanse of that country. 
 This leap from “mutual cooperation” to Iran allowing forward 
basing of some of Russia’s most destructive aircraft could have 
significant strategic implications. Now Russia has bases in Syria 
and Iran, sandwiched in between is war-torn Iraq that is fractured 
along sectarian lines. Iran is heavily involved with backing the 
increasingly powerful Shiite militias in Iraq. Meanwhile, the 
US backs the more diverse Iraqi Army and Kurdish Peshmerga 
fighters.
 Today, these factions have a common enemy in ISIS, but once 
that enemy is removed from the equation, a major fight for control 
of Iraq seems likely. If Iran can exert proxy control over Iraq, 
leveraging the Shiite majority in that country, Russia would be 
able to draw a line of great influence traveling from the Iran’s 
eastern border with Afghanistan to the Persian Gulf, to Syria’s 



coast on the Mediterranean Sea.
 This all begs the question: Would Russia use its air power and 
newly established nearby basing to support Iran’s bid for proxy 
control of Iraq? It is very possible. Such a situation, one where 
once again the US would find itself diametrically opposed to 
Russia’s will, could be far more volatile the than the one in Syria 
today—TheDrive, 8/16.
 To help our perspective on that last comment, the volatile 
situation already in Syria today has created a mass exodus 
of refugees numbering in the millions that has overwhelmed 
Europe, and which has driven British voters to force the UK’s 
exit from the EU.
RUSSIA IN EGYPT
 Moscow is looking to extend its global military reach. Citing 
Defense and Foreign Ministry officials, Russian newspaper Iz-
vestia reported that Cairo and Moscow are negotiating a deal 
that would grant Russia access to military facilities in Egypt and 
refurbish a former Soviet air base in the Mediterranean town of 
Sidi Barrani. In fact, Russia has been talking a lot lately about 
basing rights in strategic spots around the globe, from Egypt to 
Vietnam to Cuba to Iran. The intent behind these explorations is 
fairly straightforward: When locked in a multi-theater confron-
tation with the United States, what better way for the Russian 
bear to trample the U.S. security umbrella than with a growing 
military footprint?—Stratfor, 10/16.
NATO OUTMATCHED
 NATO is flummoxed by these developments—
 The commander of US troops in Europe says NATO cannot 
rapidly deploy large forces to Eastern Europe in the way that 
Russia can.
 “The Russians are able to move huge formations and lots of 
equipment a long distance very fast,” he said.
 “The thing I worry about the most is freedom of movement. 
Their snap exercises that they do, I personally am surprised each 
time they do it. And so you can see why that scares me,” General 
Hodges said—BBC, 6/16.
 Here and there we’ve seen mention of the Middle East. To 
Ezekiel, and his present friends, Israel remains the focus of the 
whole exercise. Ezekiel’s prophecy has Russia in the Middle 
East, and Russia has its eyes on Israel—
 The United States has significantly more military capability in 
the Middle East today than Russia—America has 35,000 troops 
and hundreds of aircraft; the Russians roughly 2,000 troops and, 
perhaps, 50 aircraft—and yet Middle Eastern leaders are making 
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 And so the matter passed. Mr. F., I feel sure, will never seek me 
in private. I told him he had branded Christ as an impostor before 
the company, and that that ought to be withdrawn or substantiated 
in the same place. We expect to stop at Aden, at the south of the 
Red Sea tomorrow, and must have our letters ready.

*         *          *
 THURSDAY, August 19, 1897—Another of the firemen miss-
ing—supposed to have gone overboard during the night. He had 
been talking for some days of throwing himself in the sea. The 
captain hearing of it had sent for him and asked him if he meant 
it: because if he did, he would have him put in irons: if he didn’t, 
he had better go to his work. The man said he was not such a fool 
as to do such a thing, and the captain dismissed him. It would 
have taken a Solomon to devise a method for frustrating such an 
act while granting personal liberty.
 Today is a swelter; thermometer at 90. We feel it worst at night, 
when it is not possible to be under even a sheet, or (tell it not in 
Gath) to wear the slightest shred of human garments. This would 
not matter if the unhampered state were not attended with some 
little danger of catching cold during sleep from the moist state of 
the skin. We are in a sort of Turkish bath all the time. If this were 
to last the results could not fail to be serious. We are hoping for a 
change tomorrow when we get out of the Red Sea, and enter the 
Indian Ocean. The Red Sea is worst at its southern end.
 As I write, I perspire in a perpetual pour which drips on the 
paper. I have to mop my face twice every minute to keep my eyes 
from being blinded by the welling moisture. It would require a 
continuous supply of icebergs to keep the Red Sea at a comfortable 
temperature. In spite of the heat, we had an exciting episode on 
deck, where it was cooler than below.
 It was the result of an appointment made in the morning. 
Sister Roberts and daughters have been dropping the seed of the 
Kingdom all about the boat in various ways—here a word, there 
a word, followed by lending of books. A colonial, Kruger by name, 
has for some days been reading the Diary, and says that “inter-
ested” is not at all the word to describe his enjoyment of it. He 
stood to my side this morning and said a certain German pastor 
among the passengers was desirous of having some conversation 
with me. He had had some conversation with sister Roberts, and 
he thought he could show that I was wrong about the millennium 
and some other subjects.
 I expressed my willingness. Mr Kruger said he would like 
to hear the conversation if I had no objections. Mr. Kruger then 
went to the pastor, whose name was Check, though spelt in an 
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Kings of the earth.” “Well,” said he, “Jerusalem did that.” I replied, 
“Never” especially at the time these words were addressed to John: 
Rome was mistress of the world. It is Rome. You cannot be saved 
in the Roman Catholic Church.”
 He rose and went straight to the lady fellow-Roman Catholic. 
And they talked earnestly together for some time. This lady had 
made herself very agreeable at Port Said, being one of the two who 
had requested to be of our party—Miss M. (about 40). So presently, 
when she was sitting alone, I made bold to say, “Miss M, can we 
be saved out of the Roman Catholic Church?” She tartly replied, 
“I refuse to discuss these questions with you, Mr. Roberts.” I said 
I did not wish to discuss the point with her, but merely to obtain 
correct information as to the Roman Catholic opinion. She said 
men could be saved out of the Church if they thought themselves 
right. Her manner forbad further question, or I might have asked 
whether the heathen nations did not consider themselves right, 
and why the Roman Catholic Church sent missionaries to them. 
But there is nobody so impervious to reason as a Roman Catholic. 
I contented myself with remarking, “Miss M., you are not a good 
Roman Catholic.”
 At our last interview, over afternoon tea cups, our Music Pro-
fessor excused himself on the score of being unwell. By-and-bye, he 
would let me know when his flag was up. He would run it up and 
nail it up. For several afternoons he did not come to the table. This 
afternoon he came. After tea was over, and much frivolous conver-
sation had taken place (the company sitting round the table), my 
spirit wearying under the process, the Music Professor showing 
no sign, I said, “Mr. F., is your flag up?” “Yes,” said he quietly, “My 
flag is up now.”
 “Good,” said I, “Did Christ die?” With a slight gasp, he said, “I 
will talk to you in private about that.” “Why not now?” I said. “I 
cannot talk about these things before others,” he replied. “I am 
nervous.” “You talked before others last time,” I answered, “and I 
can scarcely believe that nervousness is the cause of your wishing 
to avoid it now. You have talked freely on other topics. The other 
topics are not important: this is very much so. I think if you felt 
quite able to maintain the position you took, nervousness would 
not trouble you.” “Well, I prefer to do it in private.” “If you very 
much wish it, I have no objections, but you said you would nail 
your colours to the mast, and now you desert your guns.” “I would 
prefer it in private.” “We have no opportunity in private. You are 
busy: I am busy. This tea hour is just a convenient opportunity.
 If you tell me you are not sure of the position you have taken, 
I will not press it. But the plea of nervousness is inadmissible.”

pilgrimages to Moscow to see Vladimir Putin these days, not rush-
ing to Washington. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
traveled to see the Russian president, his second trip to Russia 
since last fall, and King Salman of Saudi Arabia is planning a 
trip. Egypt’s president and other Middle Eastern leaders have 
also made the trek to see Putin.
 Why is this happening, and why [have] Arabs and Israelis 
pretty much given up on President Barack Obama? Because 
perceptions matter more than mere power: The Russians are 
seen as willing to use power to affect the balance of power in the 
region, and [the U.S. is] not.
 The Russian military intervention turned the tide in Syria 
and, contrary to Obama’s view, has put the Russians in a stronger 
position without imposing any meaningful costs on them. Not 
only are they not being penalized for their Syrian intervention, 
but the U.S. president himself is now calling Vladimir Putin and 
seeking his help to pressure Assad—effectively recognizing who 
has leverage. Middle Eastern leaders recognize it as well and 
realize they need to be talking to the Russians if they are to 
safeguard their interests—Politico, 5/16. 
 When the time comes, the lions of Tarshish will be unable 
to safeguard the interests of Israel. Russia will come down 
and take the land. 
 But… “When Gog shall come against the land of Israel, saith 
the Lord GOD, my FURY shall come up in my face” (Eze 38:18).
 We would not want to be on the wrong side when this hap-
pens: when the standing Man-Image is toppled by devastating 
force, and Gog brought down into the depths of the earth: 
“Woe to him that increaseth that which is not his! how long? 
and to him that ladeth himself with thick clay!” “Woe to him 
that is alone when he falleth; for he hath not another to help 
him up” (Hab. 2:6; Eccl. 4:10). 
 Gog has his fate decreed. “Thou shalt fall upon the moun-
tains of Israel” (Eze. 39:4). As for us, is it not better to be among 
many friends and brethren, raised up, immortalized, and more 
powerful than Gog at the height and plenitude of his power?
 Those who have turned their backs on the treasures of 
Egyptian darkness will be in the privileged position of singing 
with the sweet Psalmist of Israel—
 “Thine, O LORD, is the greatness, and the power, and the 
glory, and the victory, and the majesty... thine is the kingdom, 
O LORD, and thou art exalted as head above all. Both riches 
and honour come of thee, and thou reignest over all; and in 
thine hand is power and might; and in thine hand it is to make 
great, and to give strength unto all” (1 Chron. 29:11–12).—T.D.C.



boat rowed about for a long time in the somewhat rough sea, but 
without result.
 The man who jumped overboard made no attempt to swim, and 
it was said by those who saw him go over that he sank at once. 
After perhaps an hour’s bootless search, the boat picked up the 
buoys, and then was lifted on board, and the steamboat resumed 
its journey. There was not the same excitement or the same feeling 
about this incident that there was about yesterday’s case. There 
was rather a feeling of resentment against the detention of the 
vessel for an hour by a suicide—so great a difference to the same 
event is made by the motives of the action.
 But, poor fellow, there was not much room for resentment. His 
business was to shovel coals into the blazing ship’s furnace, and 
it seems the heat of the stoke-hold had become intolerable to him 
in the added heat of the Red Sea.
 No man should have such work to do perpetually. In a right 
organisation of human society, all men should take their turn, and 
no man should be oppressed and driven to self-destruction. But 
there is not a right organisation of human society upon earth, and 
cannot be till the great appointed organiser arrives. He will come 
in due course, and men shall be blessed in him.
 A subscription was got up today for the benefit of the man res-
cued yesterday, and also for a widow-passenger who was robbed of 
£3 while ashore at Naples. It is pleasing to see a heavenly streak 
like this in the midst of the darkness.

*         *          *
 WEDNESDAY, August 18, 1897—We began to feel the heat of 
the Red Sea. Thermometer, 88 in the shade. Still, there is a pleasant 
breeze on deck, which tempers the heat.
 Our lordly fledgling of the Suez Canal joke, who is a Roman 
Catholic, has been considerably flattened out, in various ways. The 
daughters had assisted the process by conversational tilts on the 
subject of the Truth. They had given him Christendom Astray to 
look at. He showed it to a lady who is also a Roman Catholic. They 
scanned it over for half-an-hour together and then he returned it 
with an expression of disgust. This was a day or two ago.
 Today, I placed a Bible before him, as he sat on deck, opened at 
Rev. 17. He looked up in my face and said, “What is this?” I said, 
“The Bible,” and pointing to the chapter named, I said, “Read that 
and tell me what it means.” And I walked away, leaving the Bible 
in his hand. I walked backwards and forwards till he had read it.
 I then said, “Well, do you understand it?” He said, “Yes: it doesn’t 
mean Rome: it means Jerusalem.” I said, “That cannot be: read 
the last verse.” He read it. “That great city that reigneth over the 
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One Hundred & Thirty Five Years Ago  (Continued from page 360)
duly translated, and what force is lent to the passage by the 
exact rendering! 

*         *          *
IN Chapter 8 of the “Visible Hand of God,” bro. Roberts wrote—

A remarkable exhibition of the visible hand of God occurred 
in Abraham’s days, though somewhat outside the circle of 
Abraham’s experiences. The occasion was the destruction of 
Sodom and Gomorrah. This event is distinctly and reliably 
historic, notwithstanding the modern tendency to regard it as 
mythical and legendary.
Its appearance in the Mosaic narrative would be conclusive, 
without further evidence, considering how completely estab-
lished the authority of the Pentateuch is, by Christ’s own 
endorsement; but, in addition to this, we have Christ’s specific 
allusion to the matter, thus—“As it was in the days of Lot: 
they did eat, they drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, 
they builded. But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom, it 
rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them 
all” (Lk. 17:28).
Then, we have the Apostles alluding to it more than once              
(2 Pet. 2:6; Jude 7), while, in the prophets, it is familiarly used as 
a standard of comparison in the most matter of fact way, thus: 
“Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, shall be as when God overthrew 
Sodom and Gomorrah” (Isa. 13:19). “As God overthrew Sodom 
and Gomorrah, and the neighbor cities thereof, saith the Lord, 
so shall no man dwell there” (Jer. 1:40). “The punishment of 
the iniquity of the daughter of my people is greater than the 

 This life is probationary. We are placed here to prove ourselves 
worthy of the destiny we may choose. “The gracious gift of God is 
eternal life through Jesus Christ the Lord.” Which will you? Life 
and Death are set before you; will you strike for freedom from the 
law of sin; or choose ye rather to fret out the “few and evil days” 
which remain to you as the bondslaves of the perishing state and 
“die accursed”? God invites you to reconciliation; “Come unto me”, 
says Jesus, “all ye that are weary and heavy laden, and I will give 
you rest” . . . Would you not be arrayed in splendour which will 
excel the glory of the Sun? Would you not be exalted to the dignity 
of associate kings with the glorious monarch of the Future Age? 
Would you not be invested with an incorruptible life, that you 
may eternally enjoy “the inheritance in the light” which is to be 
revealed at the appearing of the “bright and morning star”? . . . 
Let us forsake our disobedience, and return to the wisdom of just 
persons; and thus the Truth will make of us “a people prepared 
for the Lord”—J.T.

Our Choice
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than all; and no one is able to pluck them out of my Father’s hand. 
I and the Father are one” (Jn. 10).
 In these testimonies we see that the whole number is a gift be-
stowed upon the Lord Jesus Christ, whom he must bring and upon 
whom he is to bestow eternal life; so that, when they die before the 
Aion, they may have part in the resurrection of firstfruits; and if 
they die in the Aion, they may not perish in the Aion; but live again 
when the thousand years are past. Hence, the whole number of 
the dead is a collection of persons taken out from mankind from 
the time of Abel to the end of the thousand years.
 Seven thousand years inhabitation of the earth by flesh and 
blood subject to death, is the Aion of Mortality: through all of 
which progresses the work of taking out a people from the race, 
who shall attain to incorruptibility and life upon the principle of 
a loving and faithful obedience to the Truth.
 These are given to the Son for Brethren, by the Father; who 
bestows upon them the Earth, in a finished and paradisaic per-
fection, as their Inheritance and Abode forever. The manifestation 
of this whole number “redeemed from among men,” is assigned to 
two notable and extraordinary epochs; the first, the beginning of 
the thousand years: the second, the end thereof.
 The first epoch precedes the Millennium, and is illustrated by 
the Resurrection of the Firstfruits; the second epoch after the 
Millennium is passed, is celebrated by the manifestation in life 
of “THE REST OF THE DEAD” given by the Father to the Son to 
complete the fold—“One fold and one Shepherd”—“the Deity the 
all things in all”—(Eureka Vol. III Pg 673)

Second Voyage To Australia
(Continued)

FROM THE GULF OF SUEZ TO COLOMBO
 TUESDAY, August 17, 1897—When we got on deck this morn-
ing we were out of the Gulf of Suez and into the Red Sea proper, 
out of sight of land. The sky was cloudless, the sun brilliant, the 
air hot, and a considerable swell on the water.
 About mid-day there was a sudden and frantic call for a life-
buoy. The life-buoys at the stern had all been thrown out the 
day before to the man that fell overboard, and they had not yet 
been replaced. It seems one of the firemen had thrown himself 
overboard. Life-buoys were thrown from amidships, also a red 
floating sea mark to fix the spot, and, as soon as possible, a boat 
was lowered and made for the spot—the steamboat stopping and 
making a slow circle round the spot as before. The men in the 

punishment of the sin of Sodom” (Lam. 4:6). “Sodom, thy sister 
hath not done as thou hast done” (Eze. 16:48).
It follows that the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah stands 
or falls with Christ, the apostles and the prophets. As the falling 
of these is on the list of logical impossibilities, the record of 
that destruction is established.

*         *          *
IN his “Sunday Morning Exhortation,” No. 134, bro. Roberts emphasized 
several points in regard to obeying God’s Word. Among them was this 
thought—

Among the many Scriptures which have been written, “that 
the man of God may be thoroughly furnished unto all good 
works,” there is none more efficacious in a certain way than 
the account read in our hearing this morning of the interview 
between Jeremiah and the Rechabites.
Let us look at it for a moment. Jeremiah is divinely ordered to 
send for the Rechabites and bring them into one of the apart-
ments of the temple and offer them wine. The Rechabites were 
so called from their ancestor Rechab, whose son Jonadab left 
various directions, for the guidance of their descendants. Among 
other paternal directions for the regulation of their house, was 
the command to abstain from the use of wine.
The lesson intended is conveyed in Jehovah’s own words—“The 
words of Jonadab, the son of Rechab . . . are performed: for 
unto this day they drink no wine, but obey their father’s com-
mandment. . . But ye hearken not unto me. I have sent unto 
you all my servants, the prophets, rising up early and sending 
them, saying, Return ye now every man from his evil way, 
and amend your doings . . . . but ye have not inclined your ear, 
nor hearkened unto me” (Jer. 35:14). The words of a man are 
obeyed; the words of God are disregarded. This is the central 
argument of the incident. This is God’s complaint to the house 
of Israel by Jeremiah.

*         *          *
THE following are a few “Extracts from Correspondence”—

“After a Day’s Toil”—Bro. Franklin, of Alta, Iowa, says: “That 
much-prized gift, lately received, Thirteen Lectures on the 
Apocalypse; I am devouring its contents as a hungry Jew or 
Gentile will, in the future age, devour the knowledge of the 
Lord. Beautiful work! Lovely and exalting thoughts to read 
and rest the mind upon after a day’s toil, helping us to forget 
the perishable things of this toil.
“The Ways of Providence”—Bro. J. W. Thirtle, of Hanley, writes: 
“The Ways of Providence” is a welcome book. It is indeed ‘the 
book for the times:’ eminently calculated to help us to discern 
the divine hand in political affairs affecting the Orient, and to 
point out the path of duty in the various circumstances and 
conditions of life.
“Prayer Among Brethren”—A bro. signing himself “R.S.” writes, 
“We were very glad to read in last month’s Christadelphian that 
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a brother has asked for some advice, or aid, on the important 
subject of prayer.”

*         *          *
IN his “Editorial” remarks, bro. Roberts wrote—

The time of the year has again arrived when it is necessary 
to make arrangements for the publication of the next vol. of 
the Christadelphian. We advert to the matter on this occasion 
with pleasanter feelings than when we last had to address 
our readers on a similar subject (last Oct.) . . . New printing 
arrangements are the cause of this change.
For fifteen years, all the commercial benefit accruing from 
our printing for the Truth’s sake, has gone to the printer, who, 
however, was not wholly undeserving of it, as he provided and 
sank a considerable capital in the enterprise, at a time when it 
would have been otherwise impossible to carry it on. Now, there 
is a change. The old printer is giving up printing, and is giving 
himself entirely to bedstead making; and the new printer has 
entered into arrangements which allow to us a part of the benefit 
which formerly went wholly to the old printer. The result (more 
a prospect than a present benefit) will be to unshackle our hands 
to a considerable extent, and to make possible a reduction in 
the price of a variety of the publications.

*         *          *
THERE is this interesting remark under the heading of “The Jews and the 
Holy Land”—

A Jew accosted the Editor of the Christadelphian on the street 
the other day, and asked what was meant by the persecution 
of the Jews now going on virulently in the countries where the 
great body of the Jewish population of the world is massed. He 
replied that it meant the time had arrived for Israel ’s return to 
their land. Well, said he, that agreed with what their Rabbis in 
Russia were saying. He had just seen a letter from a suffering 
Jew in Russia, saying that these troubles were befalling the 
Jews as a preparation for the appearing of the Messiah.

*         *          *
UNDER “Intelligence” the following comments were made—

There have been several lectures by the Gloucester and Bir-
mingham brethren; also by bro. Davies . . . It has been arranged 
for bro. Roberts, of Birmingham, to lecture.
The papers say they hear the Walking Bible is coming—the 
man who has swallowed the book that made the prophet’s “belly 
bitter.” They are like the children in the market place: whichever 
way the matter stands, they must make scorn of it. The brethren 
number seven or eight, but are far scattered and poor, and need 
the lecturing and other help that is being rendered.
“West Hoboken, N. J.: (Sis. Ellen Thomas’ death)”—Just as we go 
to press, we receive intelligence, by brief letter, from sis. Lasius 
that her mother, sis. Ellen Thomas, Dr. Thomas’ wife, fell asleep, 
September 7, at 11 a.m., after three weeks of much suffering. 
The funeral was to be on September 9, when deceased sis. 
Thomas was to be laid beside the Dr. in Greenwood Cemetery. 

Studies and Thoughts  BY BROTHER JOHN THOMAS
“THE REST OF THE DEAD”
 “But the rest of the Dead Ones lived not again until the thousand 
years had been finished.”—Rev. 20:5
 The Apocalypse was showed to John, not alone for the benefit 
of the servants of the Deity in the Times of the Gentiles; but also 
for the same class among the subjects of the Millennial Kingdom. 
Eighteen hundred years ago, John wrote of the dead of the First 
Resurrection, multitudes of whom had not then been born; yet, he 
says concerning them—
 “I saw the dead small and great stand before the Deity.”
  Upon the same principle he speaks of “the Rest of the Dead,” who 
had not come into existence either in, or before, the time he wrote, 
or in the Times of the Gentiles, or before the resurrection of the 
firstfruits. The “rest” is the remainder of a whole number of certain 
dead ones, to whom eternal life is to be imparted by the Son.
 The Firstfruits are only the earnest of the harvest to be gathered 
in. The Millennial Generations will have the happy assurance, that, 
though the resurrection of the firstfruits had passed, there would 
be a resurrection of a remainder to complete the whole number 
originally given by the Father to the Son.
 This whole number of the dead is the subject of great solicitude 
and affection to Christ, who speaks of it in the following scriptures 
in this wise—
 “Thou, O Father, hast given the Son power over all flesh, that he 
should give eternal life to as many as Thou hast given him. I pray 
not for the world; but for them whom thou hast given me; for they 
are Thine. Father, I will that they also whom Thou hast given me, 
be with me where I am; that they may behold my glory, which thou 
hast given me” (Jn. 17:2, 8, 24).
 “All that the Father giveth to me, shall come to me. And this is 
the will of the Father who sent me, that everything which he hath 
given to me, I should lose nothing of it, but raise it again in the last 
day” (Jn. 6:37-40).
 He styles this whole number given to him by the Father, the 
sheep of whom he is the Good Shepherd, and says—
 “I lay down my life for the sheep. And other sheep I have which 
are not of this (Mosaic) fold: them also I must bring, and they shall 
hear my voice; and there shall be one fold and one Shepherd. Ye 
believe not because ye are not of my sheep. My sheep hear my voice, 
and I know them, and they follow me; and I give unto them eternal 
life, and they shall not perish in the Aion, neither shall anyone pluck 
them out of my hand. My Father who gave them to me, is greater 



When things go wrong, take it as a matter of course, and preserve 
your soul in patience, seeking to support the weak, comfort the 
feebleminded, and be patient with all, yet have no fellowship with 
the unfruitful works of darkness—R.R.

The sad event has plunged sis. Lasius into deep distress, and 
caused sorrow to all the brethren and sisters in and about New 
York. The morning is at hand, before whose presence darkness 
will fly away.

*         *          *
IN the “Notes” section, bro. Roberts made the following comments—

1) “A brother in Israel ’s Hope”—Your suggestion to introduce a 
map outline, at the top of the inner page of the Christadelphian, 
of the eastern end of the Mediterranean, showing the Holy Land, 
Cyprus, etc., is good. You will probably see it carried out in the 
January number for 1882.
2) “The Ways of Providence”—This is now on supply.
3) A.A.—The Trial, which had been in status quo for a time, 
is now in good progress, with a fair prospect of appearance in 
several months.

*         *          *
Bible Lectures (135 Years Ago)—

“Paradise Lost and Regained”
“Paul ’s Speech at Antioch”
“The Churches”
“Who was Jesus of Nazareth; and What did He Die for?”
“Hell, Where is it?”
“The Coming Age of Joy, Peace, and Righteousness”
“Coming Storms and Earthquakes among the Nations—Signs 
 of Their Approach—How to Escape Them”
“Who Will Be the Future Rulers of the World? And When will 
 they Reign?”
“The Temptation of Christ”
“Present Troubles, Why are they Universal?”
“Heaven-going at Death a Strong Delusion”
“The Divine Land”
“Christ’s Command Concerning the Breaking of Bread”
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Pineridge, Houston, Texas, U.S.A. 77009. Periodicals postage paid at 
Houston, Texas, U.S.A. 77201. POSTMASTER: Send address chang-
es to THE BEREAN CHRISTADELPHIAN, 3540 Pineridge, Houston, 
Texas, U.S.A. 77009.”
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Septermber Answers—“Fathers and Sons”
  1. Adam—Seth 
  2. Abraham—Ishmael 
  3. Aaron—Ithamar 
  4. Aaron—Abihu 
  5. Ahimelech—Abiathar 
  6. Abinadab—Uzzah 
  7. Asa—Jehoshaphat 
  8. Amram—Moses 
  9. Boaz—Obed 
10. Buzi—Ezekiel 
11. Beeri—Hosea 
12. Cain—Enoch 
13. Cush—Nimrod 
14. Cushi—Zephaniah 
15. Carmi—Achan 
16. David—Nathan 
17. Elimelech—Mahlon 
18. Eli—Hophni 
19. Eber—Peleg 
20. Hamor—Shechem 

21. Hezekiah—Manasseh 
22. Hilkiah—Jeremiah 
23. Hachaliah—Nehemiah 
24. Hosea—Jezreel 
25. Hammedatha—Haman 
26. Haman—Dalphon 
27. Isaac—Esau 
28. Issachar—Job 
29. Isaiah—Mahershalalhashbaz 
30. Judah—Er 
31. Josiah—Zedediah 
32. Josiah—Jehoahaz 
33. Jacob—Dan 
34. Joash—Gideon 
35. Jesse—Eliab 
36. Jedidiah—Rehoboam 
37. Jehoshaphat—Jehu 
38. Jehoiada—Benaiah
39. Jozadak—Jeshua
40. Jair—Mordecai

 God has had no organized Kingdom upon earth since its 
overthrow by the Roman power. The Kingdom in the sense 
of its territory is where it always was; and its children, or 
subjects, “His people Israel”, are to be found in every land, 
still in hope that the time will come when the Kingdom will 
be restored again to them; and “God will subdue the people 
under them, and the nations under their feet”; for they do 
not forget the testimony that “the kingdom shall come to the 
daughter of Jerusalem”, and that “the nation and kingdom 
that will not serve Zion shall perish; yea, those nations shall 
be utterly wasted” (Psa. 47:3; Micah 4:7-8; Isa. 60:12). 
 The Heir of the Kingdom is at the right hand of the Divine 
Majesty; and his joint-heirs, the most of them, mouldering 
and sleeping in the dust, with a few surviving stragglers 
still existing in the Protestant section of the globe, enduring 
reproach and tribulation in the hope of its speedy and trium-
phant restitution.
 These are the dissolved and scattered fragments of the 
Kingdom of God. Their reunion is a matter of Promise, and 
consequently of Hope. The Gentiles must be expelled [from] 
the territory; the twelve tribes must be replanted upon the 
land; the sleeping heirs of the government must be awaked, 
and the living believers in this Kingdom changed: and to effect 
all this, God’s Heir, the Restorer of the Kingdom, must come 
and subdue all things to himself.
 When these things shall come to pass, God will have “accom-
plished to scatter the power of the Holy People” (Dan. 12:7), 
that is, their power shall be no more scattered, but shall be 
restored to them: and he will come whose right the Kingdom 
is, and God will give it him (Ezek. 21:27).

“Thy Kingdom Come” (Luke 11:2).
BY BROTHER JOHN THOMAS



Assisted by bro. Tim Clubb, 202 Millbank Dr., London, Ont., Canada N6C 4W1

One Hundred & Thirty-Five Years Ago
The Christadelphian, October, 1881

FURTHER comments on “The Revised Version of the New Testament” were 
again printed. Among various remarks, this one stated—

We now read in Acts 20:30, that Paul foretold the entry of 
grievous wolves into the flock, saying—“From among your own 
selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away 
the disciples after them.”
Let it be observed that the apostle does not speak of an attempt 
to draw away a few of the disciples, but of an effort to draw 
them away in a body, as a whole; the perverse things being 
spoken, the divine teaching being distorted, to draw away the 
disciples. This is an instance of the definite article having been 
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CHRIST IS COMING SOON AND WILL REIGN ON EARTH

BIBLE PUZZLE—“The Number 3”

Abraham
Ananias
Ark of God 
Ass
Balak
Baskets
Daniel
Daniel & 3 friends
Days
Esther

Ezra
Fifty men
Frogs
Gibeonites
Hanna
Heifer
Hireling
Isaiah
Jehoiakim
Jesus

Joab
Jonathan
Leah
Loaves
Man of Egypt
Mary
Moses
Nehemiah
Nineveh
Paul

Paul
Penny
Peter
Peter
Publius
Rehoboam
Samaritan
Saul
Sixth year
Spies

  1. 3 men stood by him
  2. 3 unclean spirits like...
  3. Asses lost 3 days
  4. Smitten me 3 times
  5. Depart yet for 3 days
  6. Nourished 3 years
  7. After 3 days
  8. 3 white...on head
  9. Abode in tents 3 days
10. 3 men seek thee
11. City of 3 days journey
12. League with...after 3 days
13. 3 darts in his hand
14. Lodged us 3 days courteously
15. Sought 3 days, found him not
16. 3 years, as years of an...
17. Lend me 3...
18. Born him 3 sons
19. Took him with 3 bullocks
20. 3 years I cease not to warn

21. 3 branches are three...
22. I will shoot 3 arrows
23. Nebuchadnezzar’s servant 3 years
24. Mourned 3 full weeks
25. 3 measures of barley for a...
26. An...of 3 years
27. Abode at mountain 3 days
28. 3 days agone I fell sick
29. Was at Jerusalem 3 days
30. Let us make 3 tabernacles
31. Reasoned 3 sabbath days
32. Was hid 3 months
33. In house of Obededom 3 months
34. Neither eat nor drink 3 days
35. Wife came in 3 hours after
36. Fruit for 3 years
37. Which of 3 was neighbor
38. Barefoot 3 years
39. Abode with her 3 months
40. Thou hast blessed 3 times
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